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Thesis title : A Production Thesis of The Trojan Women by 
Euripides. 
Problem : The purpose of this creative production thesis in 
Speech was to test the understanding and knowledge of the 
graduate student who is specializing in acting and directing. 
It gave him the opportunity to utilize his training in regard 
to play production by actually designing and directing a 
full-length period play for public performance. 
Procedures : Two months before the Summer Session 1960 had 
begun, the director began to study translations of The Trojan 
Women by Gilbert Murray and Richard Lattimore. Both transla-
tions were found in The Complete Greek Drama by Whitney J. 
Oates and :a.gene O'Neill, Jr. However, Mr. Murray's selection 
was found in the third printing and Mp. Lattimore's selection 
was found in the fourteenth printing. Upon careful considera-
tion of the magnitude of the play and the probable inexperience 
of the actors, the director selected the later translation by 
Richard Lattimore of Bryn Mawr College and The University of 
Chicago. 
During the first week of summer school the director 
obtained a cast by open tryouts and personal interview. 
Several letters had been previously sent to prospective cast 
members in the hope of obtaining the most experienced people 
possible. On June 10, 1960, open tryouts and interviews were 
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concluded and the cast was announced.. 
Prior to the actual production of the play the director 
wrote a bibliographical essay entitled Production and Direction 
of~ Classical Greek Play:! Survey of Literature. This essay 
was invaluable to the a irector as a basis for devising plans 
and ideas for The Trojan Women. 
Concluding the bibliographic al essay, the director 
proceeded to study the life and accomplishments of the play-
wright, Euripides. This study revealed that Euripides was the 
free-thinker of his time and that he constantly criticized 
social customs and military practices. It is his criticism of 
the military that helps make The Trojan Women a powerful 
production. 
All of the background work was now accomplished and the 
director turned to the actual blocking of the play, analysis 
of the characters, the designing and lighting of the setting , 
the costuming of the actors, and the forming of the critical 
evaluations. Following the critical evaluations were photo-
graphs of the play and posters, photostatic copies of stories 
and reviews, and the program. 
Results: On July 15, 1960, the public performance of The 
Trojan Women was presented at Hays High Auditorium. 
It was felt that the spirit and purpose of the playwrig ht 
was faithfully portrayed. The cast worked in close harmony with 
each other, and the lighting and sound effects were well inte-
grated with the setting and mood of the play. 
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PREFACE 
Statement of purpose. In this thesis is presented 
the story of Euripides' play, The Trojan Women, which was 
performed on July 15, 1960, at Hays High School Auditorium. 
The content is not intended to be a textbook on how to produce 
a play. Instead, it tells of how the play came to be through 
background planning and research, analysis of the script and 
casting, designing, lighting, and costuming by the director. 
The writer wishes to state that prior to the actual 
production of the play, he wrote a bibliographical essay entitled 
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Production and Direction of~ Classical Greek Play: A Survey 
of Literature. This essay, and· the many hours of research 
that formed it, was considered invaluable to the director as 
a basis for devising plans and ideas for The Trojan Women. 
This production was designed and directed as a creative 
production thesis in Speech. This type of thesis is considered 
useful and advantageous to the graduate student who is special-
izing in acting and directing. It gives him the opportunity 
to utilize and test his understanding and know-how in regard 
to play production by actually designing and directing a full-
length play for public performance. 
CHAPTER I 
.ANALYSIS OF THE SCRIPT 
Knowledge of the playwright. The writer feels that 
prior to any work or analysis of a script, a thorough study 
of the playwright needs to be accomplished. 
Euripides was born on the island of Salamis about 
480 B.C. His early life was marked by constant training as 
as athlete for local athletic games. At the age of eig hteen, 
he began writing tragedy; but, he did not succeed in producing 
until several years later. 
Euripides' plays were not well received in Athens due 
to his independence and free-thinking. He wrote over eig hty-
eight realistic plays all of which contained revolutionary 
ideas and contempt for mere popular acclaim. Social customs 
and military practices were often damned by Euripides and in 
The Trojan Women we find that he is angered and ashamed of the 
Greeks for their slaughter of helpless women and children. 
The plays of Euripides are profuse with melodramatic 
qualities. He desires to thrill and shock his audience into 
thinking for themselves. Violent action is often portrayed 
on the stage. However, in The Trojan Women he tends to soften 
the bizarre details through choral announcements and character 
proclamations. Exploitation of the sentimental and of the 
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melodramatic is perhaps the gr~atest marked characteristic of 
Euripides. 
The reduction of the importance of the chorus is also 
a marked convention of Euripides. The chorus is relegated 
almost to entre' acte' music. The result ls the bringing of 
the actors into greater prominence and the development of 
more complicated dramatic action. 
Euripides has been criticized for the constructing of 
plots wherein the events do not follow in logical order of 
cause and result. Modern standards of unity would make his 
plays appear weak in this sense, however, we must remember that 
the form of a play is determined by the subject matter and the 
purpose of the author. The Tro,jan Women is a powerful series 
of debates in which Euripides launches an effective attack 
against his own countrymen and their imperialism. It is easy 
to see throu.ghout the entire play that Euripides has sacrificed 
form to purpose.l 
Selection of script. The director did not have a 
difficult time choosing the script of The Trojan Women. The 
entire play is a stark and unrelieved production of great 
power, a play in which choral drama and the skill of Euripides' 
words are seen at their best. The futility of war and the 
1. Harsh, Philip Whaley. ! Handbook of Classical 
Drama. (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1944) 
pp. 156-163. 
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suffering tha t .it causes is paramount from beginning to end. 
We see that by victory the Greeks really achieve only their 
own annihilation. Throughou t the play we see the women, one 
after another, being placed in a series of harrowing scenes. 
Euripides shows us through t his simple technique that the 
anguish and sacrifices of t hese women and c hildren , due to 
war, are essentially pertinent to the ultimate downfall of 
the conquering nation . itself. 
There is a certain unity to The Trojan omen caused by 
the skillful techniques of Euripides. First of these are the 
continuous p resence of Hecuba on stage throughout the play and 
the several appearances of Tal thybiu s. The mi series of Hecuba 
and her scenes with Cassandra and Andromache tend to knit the 
action tog ether. Finally, the scene between Menelaus and 
Helen which is bracketed by the scenes dealing with Astyanax, 
contributes to the play's most interesting features. 
A special technique of Euripides' is utilized when he 
expresses his own thoughts through the words of Hecuba, the 
protagonist. At the beginning of the first act we find t hat 
Hecuba utters a cry to the futility of resistance by the women 
of Troy when she states: 
Rise stricken head, from the dust; lift up the throat. 
This is Troy, but Troy and we, Troy's kings, are perished. 
Stoop to the changing fortune. What need I further for 
tears' occasion, state perished, my sons, and my husband. 
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.Another example is when Tal thybius, a kindly lieu-
tenant in the Greek army, states the accepted idea of fortunes 
of war when he says: 
Let it happen this way. It will be wiser in the 
end. Do not fight it. T.ake your grief as you were 
born to take it, give up the struggle where your strength 
is feebleness with no force anywhere to help. Listen 
to me~ Your city is gone, your husband. You are in our 
power. How can one woman hope to struggle against the 
armies of Greece. Think, then. Give up the passionate 
contest. This will bring no shame. 
The Trojan Women utilizes continual action during every 
scene with Hecuba and her rel ations with other characters. 
However, there is only one instance where even an appearance 
of satisfaction for Hecuba's wrong s is presented. This is the 
scene with Helen in the third act. In t he prologue we have 
been told that Helen is within and that she is considered a 
prisoner of war. Over and ov er again she is declared to be the 
cause of the war and a disgrace to Greece. Helen is broug ht 
forth to Mene laus and during the debate that follows , Hecuba 
is successful in condemning her as the primary cause of every-
thing. Menelaus admits that He l en must have gone with Paris 
of her O\\TD. free-will and substantiates the theory that one 
shameless woman has caused the war and all its tragedy. 
SYNOPSIS OF THE ACTS 
Act One. The first act presents the prologue declara-
tion by Poseidon, the god of the sea. He states all of the 
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background history of the Trojan War and sets the scene for 
the audience. Pallas Athene, daughter of Zeus, enters and 
begs Poseidon to help her punish the Greeks for committing 
sacrilege on her alter in Troy. The prologue concludes with 
Poseidon agreeing with Pallas Athene that the Greeks must be 
punished for their barbaric cruelty. The god of the sea 
declares that he will conjure up a terrible storm to drown 
most of the Greeks as they set sail for home. 
A trumpet sounds shortly thereafter and Talthybius, 
a young Greek Lieutenant, enters and announces to Hecuba and 
the remaining women of Troy their several fates. He is inter-
rupted by the appearance of a crazed Cassandra, daug hter of 
Hecuba and a vestal virgin. She has been raped on the altar 
of Pallas Athene by a Greek officer and has also been informed 
tha t she is to become a slave to .Agamemnon, a great warrior. 
Through her ironic revelations, Cassandra. foretells the death 
of her new master by her own hands, and that the Trojans will 
not have died in vain. In a moment of mad joy she tears the 
god's adornments from her body and laments the loss of her 
family. She is carried away by the soldiers as a prize of war 
and Hecuba ends the act in a long speech of lamentation over 
their fates. 
Act Two . The second act finds .Andromache, the wife of 
the slain Trojan hero, Hector, and her small son, Astyanax, 
being brought onto the scene to share laments with Hecuba. 
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Andromache reviews her past life of faithfulness and. devotion 
to Hecuba's slain son, Hector. She tells the Queen that 
Polyxena has been killed over the tomb of the Trojan warrior, 
Achilles, and that she, herself, prefers to die than to be a 
slave to another man. A spirit of hope seems to abound in 
the small child, Astyanax, when a trumpet sounds and Talthybius 
enters announcing to Hecuba and Andromache that the child of 
Hector must be killed and left unburied by the Greeks as an 
example to all the world. The great bitterness and sadness 
that follows is extremely appealing as .Andromache delivers her 
pathetic farewell to her small son. The act concludes with 
Hecuba comforting the bereaved mother by lamenting with her. 
Act Three. The third act begins with the bitter scene 
between Helen and Hecuba. Menelaus, King of Sparta and husband 
to Helen, appears and insists tha t he came to Troy not for his 
wife who deserves to die, but to take revenge on the man who 
captivated Helen and betrayed his hospitality. Hecuba begs 
Menelaus to allow her to act as the prosecution in the case 
against Helen. Menelaus agrees and the debate begins. Helen, 
using all of her womanly charms, desperately tries to blame 
Hecuba's son, Paris, for stealing her away. Failing at this 
approach, Helen suggests to Menelaus that he try to be more 
powerful than the gods and not kill her, but allow her to 
return to him as his wife. 
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Hecuba steps forth at the conclusion of Helen's speech 
and bitterly calls her a liar of the worst sort. She defends 
her son, Paris, by saying that Helen's senses were aroused at 
the splendor of his robes and riches and that she would do 
anything to gain power and position. Hecuba proceeds to tell 
Menelaus that Helen has come forth dressed only to influence 
him to forgive her and that she is incapable of ever loving 
anyone as a wife. Menelaus admits that Hecuba is right and 
condemns Helen to an inglorious death in Greece. Helen crawls 
to Menelaus for mercy, but is roughly ta.ken away by soldiers 
and put aboard ship. 
Tal thybiu s enters with the body of Asty anax placed 
upon Hector's shield. He reveals pity for Hecuba and the 
other women by stating that he does not have the heart to 
leave the child unburied. He implores Hecuba. to give libation 
and last rites to the child and that he will bury the son_of 
Hector in a proper manner. Tal thybiu s then orders the soldiers 
to set fire to the remainder of the city and leaves the stage. 
Hecuba and the women give a pathetic farewell to the child and 
cover the body and shield with robes. The soldiers reappear 
and carry the corpse away and the play ends with Hecuba and the 
women being led to their new masters. 
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CASTING OF THE FLAY 
Sel~cting cast. Obtaining a cast for a play involves 
problems of personal contact through letters and visitations. 
The director forwarded many letters to people in the Hays 
area who had an interest in drama. This was done several weeks 
prior to open tryouts. Many persons were visualized for the 
cast by the director as a result of past associations and 
performances. For example, a housewife who lived in Ellis, 
Kansas, was contacted due to her past speech and drama experi-
ences at Fort Hays State Colleg e. She was anxious to work in 
a classic production like The Trojan Women and after reading 
the script was given the part of Pallas Athene in the prologue. 
The above system was not without its disappointments. 
One outstanding actress that the director knew a great de al 
about was unable to participate in the play due to her college 
class load and financial problems. 
Following the letter and visitation system set up by 
the director, personal interview was the next step in selecting 
a cast. Only two afternoon sessions of open tryouts were held 
at Picken Hall on the Fort Hays campus. 
Poster announcements of tryouts were placed at important 
areas of the Speech and English departments and others were 
placed on bulletin boards in Forsyth Library, Rarick Hall and 
the Memorial Union. 
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During the open tryouts the director utilized a black-
board. to give the prospective cast members a clearer picture 
of the play and its conventions. A question and answer period 
was conducted as well as a brief lesson in Greek history. The 
final phase of discussion involved time, dates, and areas of 
rehearsals for the production. On June 10, 1960, open tryouts 
were concluded and the cast was announced. 
The cast of The Trojan Women consists of four men and 
five women in principal parts, and several more as Greek 
soldiers and members of the chorus. Due to the multiple 
schedules and courses of the summer session, the director was 
forced to work with a chorus of only four women. However, these 
four women gave an excellent accounting of themselves. All of 
the characters in this play are quite essential and each part 
affords an actor ample acting opportunity. 
The director's conception of each of the principal 
characters in The Trojan Women is as follows: 
Poseidon - (Elderly god over the sea) is very powerful 
and a brother of Zeus, king of the gods. A pact is formed by 
him and Athene that will produce a disastrous storm for the 
Greek's return home by the sea. 
Pallas Athene- (Goddess of wisdom and beauty) changes 
her mind about punishing the Trojans and wishes only to harass 
the Greeks for their sacrilege; - the raping of Cassandra on 
her sacred. al t a rs. 
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Hecuba - (Priam's wife and Queen Mother of Troy) is 
the protagonist of the play. Her nobility lies with the fact 
that she realizes the flaws of her husband and warrior sons. 
She is aware of Paris taking Helen away from Menelaus and she 
recognizes this as wrong. Euripides gives her great depth 
of character and courage as she accepts her fate, and her 
stately presence is felt throughout the entire action. 
Cassandra - (Apollo's vestal vire:5in and daughter of 
Hecuba) is seen at her first appearance in a state of shock 
from being criminally attacked on the protecting altar of 
Pallas Athene. She is g iven to the Greek warrior, Agamemnon , 
as his prize of war and. throu gh her powers of prophesy, she 
foretells the future doom of the Greeks • 
.Andromache - {Wife of the dead Trojan hero , Hector) is 
seen from her lines to be a devoted, faithful wife to her dead 
husband. Astyanax, her small son, is with her throu ghout the 
action. Euripides places Andromache in the play as a direct 
contrast to Helen, who is utterly faithless. 
Astyanax - (Small son of Hector and .Andromache) is 
the image of his heroic father. Strong, muscular, and regal 
looking, he is ordered slain by the Greeks only because he is 
his father's son. 
Menelaus - (King of Sparta and husb and to Helen) 1 s a 
strong warrior who almost reluctantly seeks revenge on his wife, 
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Helen of Troy. He cannot keep Helen alive because of his 
army's resentment over the loss of lives and the ten long years 
of war that she caused. 
Helen - (Wife of Menelaus and the cause of the Trojan 
War) is sensually beautiful and charming. She is incapable of 
true love or fidelity and her immoral decision to leave her 
husband for a lover costs thousands of lives. 
Cast limitations. Every director who works either in 
high school or colleg e productions knows that a great problem 
always facing him will be the basic inexperiences of his students. 
It is virtually impossible to present a play with a perfect cast. 
There habitually seems to be one or more "weak links" in the 
people acting out the parts. 
The director of The Troj an Women was no exception. 
Five cast members were g iven p arts with certain limitations 
known to the director. Inexperience and nervousness comprised 
the main part of these limitations. One girl had a problem 
of voice inflection. Her sentences always ended in an upward 
pitch. The director spent several hours working with her and 
developing her confidence. Several of the girls had never 
spoken before as a choral group. This problem was also handled 
by extra rehearsals. 
Many of the actors were disturbed by having to project 
their voices in the broad classic manner and had to be constantly 
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reminded to think of what they were saying. The power of the 
dramatic pause was also disturbing to them. The director had 
to conduct proper breathing exercises and voice control exer-
cises to help overcome this problem. Although it is not a 
good practice, rehearsals had to be stopped at times for t he 
director to move forward and show them exactly how to say 
something and how to move gracefully on the stage. However, 
this was only a last resort technique employed by the director. 
The director feels that the greatest difficulty with 
inexperienced actors and even those with some experience in a 
Greek tragedy, is their apparent inability to t hink of the 
true meaning of the lines and let themselves go in the part. 
CH.APTER II 
DESIGNING THE PLAY 
Statement of procedure. After the director chooses 
the script, he is then free to design the play. This process 
includes the set design, props, lighting, costumes, and make-
up. The type of play will influence the design of the set, 
style in which it is being presented, and the director's 
interpretation of the play. The Trojan Women was designed 
in realistic terms as the director wished to enhance the 
tragic word.s of the characters. A somber spirit was presented 
throughout all of the action. 
One of the foremost features of the script that influ-
enced the design of the play w s the complete suffering and 
agony experienced by Hecuba and her family. The director 
believed that Euripides' vivid words could be enhanced only by 
stark realism. 
The second reason for the prevailing realism in the 
play was the director's personal feeling from military experience, 
that the citizen of .America today finds it too easy to forget 
the horrors of suffering and death caused by war. 
After the design of the play was finally decided upon, 
the director found that the setting at times departed from the 
original concepts of classical Greek drama. Modern flats were 
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used to represent the walls of Troy and su5gest a massive for-
tress. These flats covered a g reat deal of the stage and 
reduced the acting area somewhat. Practically all entrances 
and exits by the actors were made from stage right or stage 
left instead of the three upstage doorways utilized by the 
Greeks. A crude shelter was also attached to the walls to 
sugges t a resting place for t he women of Troy. 
The remainder of the setting conformed to original 
standards in that a raised platform for the deities was used 
to suggest their unique positions and power over the common 
man, set pieces of columns and benches were placed at appro-
priate areas, and painted scenery was employed in the background. 
The writer wishes to state that he did everything possible 
to conform closely to original Gre ek conventions without baffling 
his contemporary audience. However, with the modern stage equip-
ment that was available, the director feels that the overall 
production was enhanced and presented more effectively. 
All important quality to determine in any play is its 
dramatic line. This is a psychological element which helps to 
establish the mood of the play and keep unity in the type of 
acting and the technical part of the production. The most 
common lines of the realistic play are the horizontal line and 
vertical line. 
The horizontal line suggests earthiness and peace while 
the vertical line symbolizes turbulence and unrest. Through 
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the raised platform of the gods and the painted backdrop 
scene, the director presented horizontal lines. Vertical lines 
were suggested by column set pieces, the edge of the walls of 
Troy, and the long painted cracks that appeared on the walls. 
Unrest and turbulence were also projected through the top half 
of the painted backdrop which showed flames and smoke burning 
the city, and through the use of dimmers and red stage light-
ing as a technical effect in Act Three. Both the peaceful 
horizontal and turbulent vertical lines seemed coherent to the 
director for The Trojan Women. 
After the lines of the play had been decided upon, 
the director proceeded to establish the basic colors of the 
setting. This is another subjective aspect which helps to 
establish the proper mood since different colors are known to 
produce certain emotional effects. The predominate colors 
utilized in The Trojan Women were grays, blues, and black. 
These were decided upon . as the blues suggested a feeling of 
richness and seriousness while the grays projected a spirit 
of massiveness and somberness. Black helped present the mood 
of death, destruction, and mourning. 
The complete effect which the director wished to estab-
lish with the setting was a feeling of tragic chaos. This was 
partially accomplished by the setting as it presented an open 
space before the city of Troy which was visible in the background, 
partly demolished and smoldering. 
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During the summer school session it is especially 
difficult for the director to also supervise the constructing 
and painting of the setting because of time limitations whi le 
he 1s directing the cast. 
For this reason, interested students were contacted and 
hired by the director to build the entire set. Construction 
work was under the supervision of Rex Mahan, a member of t he 
cast, and his assistant, Lynn Wickizer. Both men were exper-
ienced stage workers and had previously bull t sets for college 
productions. 
The director assembled his crew chiefs in a special 
meeting and showed them exactly what he wanted. The first 
working dates were established and other tentative problems 
were discussed. 
The set construction would be started no later t han 
the week of July 5, 1960, and would be finished no later than 
July 12, 1960. These dates were decided upon in order to give 
the cast of The Trojan Women sufficient time in which to become 
accustomed to their new surrounding s. However, supplies suc h 
as paints, lumber, nails, and tools, could be taken to the 
Hays High Auditorium at an earlier date. 
On July 12, 1960, the complete set for The Trojan Women 
was finished by the stage crew and ready for usage by the cast. 
The director found that the initiative shown by the stage crew, 
especially Rex Mahan, resulted in an excellent set. 
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LIGHTING THE SETTING 
Equipment available. Once the director had selected 
the play, chosen his cast, and designed the set, he was then 
ready to develop the stage lighting to his own particular 
style of production. It was found that a satisfactory supply 
of modern lighting equipment was available for the presentation 
of The Trojan Women. 
Hays High School Aud.i tori um contains three overhead 
pipe battens full of lights loc a ted just before border curtains 
number two, three, and four. The twenty-five foot by forty 
foot stage area also contains an overhead batten containing 
Fresnel spot lights for specific lighting just before border 
curtain number one. Adjustable balcony Leko spot light s are 
also available for specific illumination. The director found 
two portable Olivettes, or wing lights, that were in working 
condition as well. 
A master control board is located near the stage right 
area which is convenient for viewing of cues by the operator. 
This board contains a full dimmer system that can be utilized 
by master control which locks all circuits together under one 
switch, or circuits may be handled manually or individually. 
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Since the primary function of stage lighting is to 
aid the actor and enhance the mood of the play, the director 
utilized the standard techniques of lighting the setting and 
actors. 
This technique means that the border lights were used. 
for general lighting effects, with the exception of the red 
lights in act three, while the Fresnel spotlights and balcony 
Leko spotlights were placed in conjunction with each other f or 
specific lighting purposes. 
A "hot'' or spec if ic spotlight was focused in with a 
11 cool 11 or general spotli ght upon a certain area and the result 
was the prevention of uncomplimentary shadows from falling 
across the actors 1 faces. 
The above technique was applied to lighting the primary 
acting areas in The Trojan Women. These particular areas were 
the upst age right platform area for the gods and chorus, the 
upstage left area for the crude shelter against t he walls of 
Troy which housed the women, and the downstage center area for 
Hecuba and her deb ates with Cassandra, Andromache, and Helen. 
Secondary passag e ways like the downstage right, 
upstage center, and downstage left areas, were also lighted 
throughout the production. 
Besides the primary and secondary lighting of The 
Trojan Women, the director produced an interesting special 
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lighting effect at the end of act three when the burning of 
the city of Troy was represented by red border lights coming 
up slowly on master dimmer control. These lights were at full 
brightness just as the last lines of the play were uttered. 
All ligh ting throughou t the play was supervised by the 
director and Mr. Mahan, the stage crew chief. The director 
feels that the stage lighting for The Trojan Women gave the 
audience an adequate view of the actors and the setting. He 
also believes that the lighting was effective in creating a 
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COSTUMING THE PLAY 
Statement of procedures. Costuming an actor is just 
as important in a period play as the lighting of his appear-
ance on stage. A well designed costume compels attention 
and makes the actor appear taller or broader than he really 
is. The swirl of a cape is as exciting to an audience as 
the drawing of a sword. Each personal variation of dress 
springs from some deviation of character or of mood, differ-
ences that may be insignificant but are none the less important. 
The director tried to present in The Trojan Women a 
variety of styles and colors significant to each character. 
For example, Hecuba, Queen of Troy and protagonist of the 
play, was dressed in a black chiton or outer dress with a long 
draping himation or shawl over her head and shoulders. This 
costume reflected her suffering spirit end mourning for the 
loss of her family. 
Poseidon, god of the sea, was outfitted in a long rose 
colored chiton with matching himation. Pallas Athene, goddess 
of wisdom and beauty, was dressed in a similar colored chiton 
and draping himation. Cassandra, daughter of Hecuba and vestal 
virgin of the gods , appeared in a long yellow chiffon chi ton 
with matching himation. Her outfit was specially selected in 
order to swirl about as she danced around the stage. 
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lu:ldromache, wife of the dead Trojal1 hero, Hector, appeared 
in a light green chiton with a dark colored himation draped 
over her head and shoulders. Astyanax, her small son, wore 
only a light blue chiton and no shoes. King Menelaus wore 
a regal looking lavender chiton with matching chalamys or 
cape. A splendid war helmet with plumes adorned his head. 
Talthybius, a young Greek officer, was outfitted in a blue 
colored chiton with matching chalemys and as an officer, he 
also wore a helmet with plumes. King Menelaus and Talthybius 
carried fancy swords at their sides to further delineate their 
positions. All of the soldiers wore short bergundy colored 
chitons with chest armor. They carried shields and spears 
throughout the play. Lastly, the chorus was outfitted in light 
blue chiton witb dark blue chalamys fastened and draped around 
their shoulders. Identical head bands were worn to help achieve 
the effect of complete uniformity. 
All research for the above listed costumes was conduc-
ted in Historic Costumes for the Stage by Lucy Barton and The 
Mode in Costume by R. Turner Wilcox. These two excellent 
references are referred to in the writer's bibliographical 
essay entitled Production. and Direction of§ Classical Greek 
Play: !. Survey of Literature. 
Several costumes from the colleg e costume room were able 
to be utilized for The Trojan Women by dyeing colors or adding 
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parts where needed. Extra material was purchased in order to 
alter the appearance of old costumes and add uniformity to the 
cast. The director feels fortunate in having been able to use 
many of the women's costumes from another Greek play that was 
presented previously on the campus. However, a serious short-
age of appropriate men's costumes existed. 
The director contacted the Colorado Costume Company 
located in Denver, Colorado, and they were able to supply all 
uniforms and arms for the soldiers as well as complete outfits 
for the officers. A white beard and skull cap was provided 
for Poseidon as well as vestal virgin garments for Cassandra. 
The director of The Trojan Women feels qualified to state that 
the above listed firm is a reliable supplier of costumes at 
a moderate cost. The entire costuming fee for the play was 
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Statement of observations. The director feels that 
an honest effort was exerted throughout The Trojan Women to 
present the true sentiments of the playwright, Euripides. 
It was not difficult for the audience to note during 
this pley that there is a correlation between tragic events 
in early Greece and areas of the world today. Many children 
are still being taken from their mothers and the slaughter of 
the innocent still continues. 
At times the director grew extremely discouraged over 
the inexperience of hi s cast and their apparent inability to 
grasp the magnitude of the play. The difficult lines and. 
beautiful movements expressed in The Trojan Women seemed to 
be unsurmountable obstacles to them. 
It was only during the last week of rehearsals that 
the director found out that patience and proper encoura~ement 
are the keys to successful efforts with inexperienced actors. 
The magical evening arrived on Tuesday, Ju.ly 12, 1960, 
when the entire cast in costume worked as 11one!' . That 1s, 
they completely lived their respective roles together and. did 
not make a single mistake while on stage. The result was a 
new feeling of interest and confidence for everyone which gave 
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ensuing performances a welcome bolster. 
As a professional teacher, the director must state 
objectively that this production of The Trojan Women was a 
success because of the fine teaching experiences and learning 
values involved. 
Not only did this production thesis entail the study 
of classical Greek theater and its modern application but it 
also required that the director apply contemporary theatrical 
standards as well and work closely with young actors. 
The director wishes to note that it was his pleasure 
to observe the steady growth of these young people in their 
parts and that everyone, including the director, learned by 
doing. 
A CRITIC.AL EV ALU AT ION OF THE TROJAN W0~1EN 
AS DIRECTED BY ROBERT PHILLIPS 
My thesis production should be a means whereby a 
beginning director can learn. .Any critic ism of the production 
should, therefore, be exact and thorough. The director should 
accept the criticism because it is through thing s done incor-
rectly that many people learn, and perhaps, he too can learn 
from his errors. 
It was urg ed that the director study those aspects of 
play production which the Greek s used and tha t he use certain 
conventions which were used in the fifth century before Christ 
to give an air of authenticity to his p roduction. This included 
a study of the playwright's script, of stage settings, of cos-
tume and of the use of music and dance in theatrical productions. 
It is realized that the most important of these is the play-
wright's words and ideas. It was also urged that the student 
director realize that this play is to be presented to a modern 
audience and that the conventions of a by-gone age might not 
be acceptab le to an audience of today: therefore, certain 
adaptations and changes would have to be made. 
The over-all effect of the~. The production was 
interesting to watch; the audience was not bored, and the 
student actors were carefully trained. The outstanding charact-
eristic of this production was that the ideas~ projected by 
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the student actors. We had a vivid picture of the waste of 
war, of women who suffer in the backwash of war, and of 
needless cruelties inflicted upon the innocent. 
Outstanding performances. Outstanding performances 
were given by Beth Fellers, Judy Braswell, and Rex Mahan. 
Hecuba, the queen mother, who suffers loss of children, 
husband, and position is an extremely long, difficult role. 
Miss Fellers brought maturity and sympathy to her part. Judy 
Braswell carried the role of .Andromache who sees her child 
seized to be killed, who also suffers the loss of a beloved 
husband and who is to be taken as a slave concubine to Greece. 
The most touching scene in the play is the parting of 
Andromache and her child. By her realization of a mother's 
grief at such an incident, Miss Braswell brought warmth and 
understanding to the role. Rex Mahan as Menelaus was fine. 
His reactions to Hecuba and to Helen, his ex-wife, were correct 
and eff ec tiv e. 
The setting. The setting revealed the many hours of 
work which were spent upon it. It was an elaborate set and 
each stone evidently required much time to paint. It was, 
however, a very peculiar mixture of three styles: realism, 
romanticism and classicism. The elements of classicism were 
the steps which were used for the god and goddess and the 
pillars. The huge wall at stage left su 'gested the "ramparts 
of Elsinore. 11 The flats at upstage right revealed realistic 
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techniques. The painted waters of the b ay, the pain ted smok e 
and flames, the painted ruins were realistic ally don e in the 
manner of stage designers of fifty years ago. It would b e 
well for the student director to realize t ha t sometimes 
suggestion can be f ar more eff ective than actu al dep iction and 
tha t the suggestion should suggest, in a period play , elemen t s 
of stag e design or of environments, of the past era. (I used 
the repetition of the word "suggest" knowingly! ) 
The costumes. The costumes, too, were a peculi ar 
mixture of rented. costumes and 11 home-made 11 costum es and of 
Greek style in costuming with no p articular style. There 
were many que s tions in my mind concerning the costumi ng of 
this play. In the first place, why was gold worn to such a 
l ar g e degree by t he conquered Tr o jan women? I believe t hat 
Wilcox would inform you that the sand als worn by t he women 
of tha t ag e were made of plain leathe r -- not g ilded leather . 
In dramatic productions, gold with costumes has a connota t i ve 
meaning ; it is a symbol, whenever used, of aff luence. In the 
second place, why did you a llow a goddes s , far removed from 
morta l men, to wear a garment decora ted with t he v er y obviou s 
Greek key? Her garment might su ggest the Greek c hiton , but 
the decoration was not proper for a goddess. And what was 
that II thing 11 which was tied around Asty anax' s waist? It wa s 
not a 'girdle". In Barton's book, there is a very complete 
description of the process of making draping , and tying a 
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chi ton. The only costume which was very beau tif'ul and 
effective was Helen's. It revealed an individual difference 
which might occur, it was beautifully draped, and the silhou-
ette of the period was not destroyed. The use of the head 
bands placed at the hair line also bothered me. Head bands 
were used: they were, however, placed just above the hair 
line. Helen's headdress was effective. It was a suggestion 
(with ribbons) of the Greek "caul". In general, the rented 
costumes were effective. By the use of rich materials and 
gold, the costumes su ggested that the men were conquerors . 
I could not remember seeing in literature I have read about 
costuming the "billed II helmets of the enlisted men. I will 
assume that they are correct until I have c hecked it. 
Pantomi me. The dramatic p ictures achieved were good . 
The use of the triangle in blocking was noted and appreciated. 
Most of the crosses were motivated. I must criticize some of 
the gestures. They seemed forced and stiff. My greatest 
criticism is about the lack of reaction of character or 
characters to another speaking person. Very few facial ex-
pressions were observed. 
I must say in your defense that it is very difficult 
to be director, tecbnical director, costumer, and stag e desig-
ner for any production. It may be that some day you will be 
called upon to be the whole drematic department in a college, 
and you will have to do tasks usually assigned to others. 1he 
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fact that you are the only one in the drama department can -
not serve as an excuse. Audi tors at a college production 
expect a great amount of perfection , and they deserve it. 
This production showed that you had spent many ho urs 
upon it, and you were careful about many thing s. If and when 
you do another period play, it behooves you to do research so 
that you wil l be sure in your designing and directing the 
play. In addition to doing the research, you must use the 
facts you have gleaned from the research. 
Respectfully submitted, 
/4 M iz~ , , . , L ,, /7 s Y l { L jc 2( l (r ( k J ( 
riet V. Ketc hum 
Ass' t Prof. of Sp eech. 
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The production of Euripides' The Trojan Women was a 
worthy grad uate project. The treatment of woman I s role at 
the hands of a conquering army is especially poignant today 
an.a was given dignity and pathos enough to stir the audience. 
It was not trag ic enough to stir the audience to tears or 
great pity. Perhaps the youthful carriage, movements and 
voice of Hecuba prevented this illusion being strong enough 
to stir a mature audience. Yet the play was well produced 
for the director made his setting , dress and action simple 
and dignified as becomes a Greek play . The sonority of the 
lines was missing in the choice of transl a tion and the purity 
of d le tion of the old Greek was evident only in Poseidon, 
Helen and .Andromache. Perhaps the youth of the actors accounted 
for some of this, however. 
The choric acting was especially commendable and t ha t 
with the beauty of Cassandra's wild scene made the play 
memorable. The skene could have been used to gre ater advan-
tage for Helen's entrance, perhaps. The sta~ e pictures tended 
to be in lines with little use of height and depth for more 
pleasing stage pictures. The use of music added to the mood 
of tragedy. Altogether, it was a simple, tasteful, dignified 




A. THE DIRECTOR'S SCRIPT 
Statement of preparations. The next thirty-five p13.6es 
contain a brief introductory criticism of the play by Richard 
Lattimore, the trenslator from Bryn Mawr Colle e and the 
University of Chicago, and the complete script of The Trojan 
Women by ID.lripides. 
It must be noted that the script of the play appears 
in a slightly different form than that of other parts in the 
thesis. This is due to the fact that the director had printed 
the scripts for early study by prospective cast members prior 
to the beginning of summer Session 1960. However, the direc-
tor feels that none of the eaching or learning values have 
been lost due to this variation in style. 
This prompt script was the director's guide throughout 
the play . It enabled him to present the blocking, movement 
directions for the actors, and technical cues, in an effective 
manner. 
The reader will notice on practically every page of 
the script that the director has marked out several Greek words 
and substituted other words in their place. This was done in 
order to avoid confusion or misunderstanding on the part of 
the audience. For example, the word Phrygia.ns meant the same 
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as Trojans and the word Argive or Achaeans meant the same as 
Greek. In most cases the latter term was used. 
Finally, the reader will find authentic inked notes 
by the director on each page. These notations cut some 
speeches from the script entirely at times and also divide 
the pages into a right and left side. Movement directions 
of the actors will be found to the left side of each page 
while technical cues such as music, curtain warnings, and 
lights, will be written in on the right side. 
A. THE DIRECTOR'S SCRIPT 
TRANSLATION AND INTRODUCTORY CRITICISM 
OF THE PLAY 
by 
RICHARD L.ATTD ORE 
of BRYN MAWR COLLEGE and 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 















INTRODUCTION ·l'O THE 1rROJAN WOMEN 
In AELIAN'S Varia historica (ii. 8), written about the beginning of the 
third century A.D., we find the following notice: "In (the first year 
of) the ninety-first Olympiad (415 B.C.) •.• Xenocles and Euripides com-
peted against each other. Xenocles, whoever he may have been, won the 
first prize with Oedipus, Lycaon, Bacchae, and Athamas (a satyr-play.) 
Euripides was second with Alexander, Palamedes, The Tro.jan Women, and 
Sisyphus (a satyr-play)." 
Athens was nominally at peace when Euripides womposed this set of 
tragedies, of which only The Trojan Women is extant; but Athens had only 
a few years earlier emerged from an indecisive ten years 1 war with 
Sparta and her allies and was in the spring of 415 weeks away from 
launching the great Sicilian Expedition, which touched off the next war 
or, more adcurately, the next phase of the same war. This was to end 
in 404 B.C. with the capitulation of Athens. 
During the earlier years of the war Euripides wrote a number of 
"patriotic" plays and may have believed or tried to force himself to 
believe in the rightness of the Periclean cause and the wickedness of 
the enemy. By 415 he had reason to conclude that, at least in the 
treatment of captives, neither side was better than the other. A group 
of Thebans, working with Plataean traitors, tried to seize Plataea, 
failed, surrendered in the belief that their lives would be spared, and 
were executed (Thuc. ii. 1-6). Four years later, when Plataea surrendered 
to the Lacedaemonians and Thebans, the entire garrison was put to death, 
the women were sold as slaves, and the city itself systematically 
destroyed (Thuc. iii. 68). About the same time the Athenians suppressed 
a revolt by the people of Mytilene and other cities of Lesbos. They 
voted to kill all grown men and enslave the women and children but then 
thought better of it, resinded the order just in time, and ended by 
putting to death only rather more than a thousand men (Thuc. iii. 50). 
In 421 the Athenians recaptured Scione, which had revolted, put all 
grown men to death, and enslaved the wonen and children (Thuc v. 32). 
In 417 the Lacedaemonians seized a small town called Hysiae and killed 
all free persons whom they caught (Thuc. v. 83). The neutral island 
city of Melos was invited, in peacetime, to join the Athenian alliance, 
refused, was besieged in force, and capitulated. The Athenians put all 
grown males to death and ens l aved the women and children (Thuc. v. 116). 
This was in the winter of 416-415, a few months before The Trojan Women 
was presented. That same winter, the Athenians decided to conquer Sicily 
(Thuc. vi. I;. This expedition was, like that against Melos, unprovoked; 
unlike the Melian aggression, it was foolhardy, at least obviously very 
dangerous. It ended in disaster, and Athens never completely recovered. 
The Sicilian venture had been voted and was in preparation when 
Euripides presented his trilogy, which, in the manner of Aeschylus, dealt 
with three successive episodes in the story of Troy, complemented with a 
burles~ue of satyrs on a kindred theme. The first play is the story of 
Paris (Alexander), how it was foretold at his birth that he must destroy 
his own city, how the baby was left to die in the mountains, miraculously 
rescued (as such babies invariably are), and at last recognized and 
restored. The hero of the second story is Palamedes, the wisest and most 
inventive of the Achaeans at Troy, more truly wise than Odysseus, who 
therefore hated him and treacherously contrived his condemnation and 
death. While the third tragedy, our pl, y, ends with the destruction of 
Troy, the prologue looks into the future, beyond the end of the action, 
where the conquerors are to be wrecked on the home voyage because they 
have abused their conquest and turned the gods against them. The plot 
of Sis hus is not known, but the Athenian poets were partial to the 
scandalous story that Sisyphus, a notorious liar and cheat, seduced ® 
Anticlea and was therefore the true f a ther of Odysseus . This story is 
post-Homeric, as is most of the matter of the who l e trilogy (Homer does 
not mention Palamedes, shows no knowledge of the exposure of Paris , 
makes Poseidon the enemy not the protector of Troy, etc.); it would go 
well with the fact that Odysseus, here seen as the unscrupulous 
politician, is the open villain of Palamedes and the villain-behind-the-
scenes of The Tro,jan Women . 
The effect of current events and policies on The Tro,jan Women is, 
I think, so obvious that it scarcely needs further el aboration, but I do 
not believe in the view that the pl ay, loose as it is, is nothing but 
an outburst, a denunciation of aggressive war and imperialism. The 
general shapelessness is perhaps permitted partly b 'ocuas e the play was 
one member of a trilogy; no piece which stood by its elf could pass with 
so little dramatic action and such a nihilistic conclusion. The 1ilay-long 
presence of Hecuba on the stage nec essitates padding, which is supplied 
by elaborate rhetorical debates between Hecuba and Cassandra, and Hecuba 
and Andromache. Out-of-character generalizations bes ~J eak the inspirations 
of Euripides rather than of his dramatis personae. The trial scene of 
Helen is a bitter little comedy-within-tragedy, but its juridicial 
refinements defeat themselves and turn preposterous, halting for a time 
the emotional force of the play . In candor, one can hardly call The 
Trojan Women a good piece of work, but it seems nevertheless to be a 
great tragedy. 
I 
7 llt:f THOJA.N lvOHE;.T 
Scene: The a ction t akes pla ce s ~_ortle e.fter the capture of Troy. All 
•rrojan men have been killed, or h2.ve fl ed ; all women ancl chil-
dren are captives. The s cene i s an open space before the city, 
which is visible in the background, partly demolished and. smol-
dering. Against the walls are tents , or huts , which t empor arily 
house the captive women. The entrance of the Chorus i s made, 
in two separ a te groups which subs equently unite , from these bui ld-
ings , as a re those of Cas sandr a and Helen. The entrances of 
Tal thy bi us , 1'.ndromache , and iienel " U S are made f rom the 
wings. It is imaginable tha t the gods are made to appea r high up , 
above the l evel of the other actor s , as if near their own templ es on 
the Citadel. As the pl ay opens , Hecuba i s pro s tra t e on the ground 
(it is understood tha t she hea r 3 nothing of wha t the gods say). 
-;j,,t'\L e J L( ,c..,µ 4-c_ -f 
--r- .,,_ ,,, {-~ Poseidon.) Cl.. .,L,, <"~ ...-{..f,L v'---l..(·,tt { {_ 
P"rn~.~on r) I<. c;r---r::l1 1 :tJ.,T~.~ 
L~tt ,:r -=n -t'µ V • 
I am Posei cl.o n. T coM;; from the Aegean depths 
of the sea benea th whose wa t er s Nereid choirs evolve 
the intrica te bright circle of t heir dancing feet. 
For since tha t day when Phoebus Apollo and I l aid down 
on Trojan soil the clos e of thes e stone wall s , drawn true 
and stra i ght, ther e ha~ ways been aff ection in rrry heart 
unfa ding, for thes e Phrygi:f-rt§·1 and for their city ; 
wh~ch smol ders now , f allen bef ~re t~.N:§~ve spea r s , . 
ruined, sacked, gutted. Such i s ~s work, and hi s , 
the Parnassi an, :Cpeius of Phoci s , a r chitec t 
and builder of t he ~1or s e t ha t swarmed with i nwa r d s teel, 
tha t f 3, t a l bul k whi ch passed ,,,ithin t he ba ttl ements , 
whose f ame heraft er sha.11 be l oud among i:1en unborn , 
the Uooden Horse, which hid the secret spea r s within. 
irow the gods' grove s are desol a t e , the i r t hrones of power 
blood-spattered wher e bes ide t he lif t of t lIB alter s t eps 
of Zeus Defender, P¼ara y? s cut down and died. 
The ships of the Achae?£~ff..,loa d wi th s1Joil s of 'rroy 
now, the piled gold of Phrygia . lilld t he men of Greece 
who made this expedition and took the city , s t ~y 
only for the f cworing stern-wind now t o gree t t heir wives 
and children aft er t en years' harves t s wasted here. 
The will of --Argiv:e Hera and Athene won 
its way agains t my will. Between them they broke Troy. 
So I must leave my a l t ars a nd grea t Ilium, 
since once a city sinks into sad de sol a tion 
the gods' sta te s ickens also , a nd their worshi} f a des . 
Scamander's va lley echoes t o the wail of slaves, 
the captive women given to their mas t ers now, 
some to Arcadia or the r.1en of Thessa ly 
assigned, or to the lords of Athens , Theseus' strain ; 
while all the women of Troy yet una s s i gned are here 
benea th the shelter of these walls, chosen t o wait 
the will of princes, and among them Tyndar eus' child 
Helen of Sparta , no.med--wi th right--a cc1.pti ve slave. 
Nearby, beside the g-•. te s , for .:my to look upon 
who ha s the heart, she lies f a ce urwc1rd, Hecuba 
for multitudes her multitude of teccrs. 
?Jh4{~_> 




Polyxena, one daughter, even now was kill ed 
in sec~·ecy and pain beside · chill es ' tomb. 
Priam is t:one , their children dead ; one girl i s left , 
Cassandra, reeling cr2. zed a t King Apollo ' s s troke, 
whom P..gamemnon, in despite of the gods ' will 
and all religion, will l ead by force to his secret bed. 
0 city, long ago a ha~py pl ace, good-bye; 
good-bye , hewn bastions . Palla s , child of Zeus , did t his . 
But for her ha tred, you might stand strong-founded still. 
(Athene enters .) 
Athene ) I<.. Ccr,~tfl lei .. / (J--1,1..ud 
August among tlfe gods , 0 vast divinity, 
closest in kinshi l) to the f :-i.ther of a ll, may one 
who quarreled with y ou in the past make peace, and speak? 
Poseidon 
You may, lady Athene; for the s tranr-:.s of kinship 
close drawn work no weak magic to enchant the mind . 
Athene 
I thank you for your gentleness, and bring you now 
questions whose i s sue touches you and ne , my lord. 
Poseidon 
Is this the annunciation of some new word speken 
by Zeus, or any other of the divinities? 
Athene c"~ Ul?A .. C f1J- I) (>--'tLC u~ 
No; but for Troy's sake, on whose ground we stand, I come 
to win the favor of your power, and an ally. 
Poseidon 
You hated Troy once~ did you throw your ha te away 
and change to pity now its walls are black with fire? 
Athene 
Corne back to the question . 1.Jill you take counsel with me 
and hel l) me gl a dly in all that I uould bring to pas s? 
Poseidon kll>- , i\..t t.. 
I will indeed; but tell me w,hat you wis~1 to do • .,-.J,,v_ t l u, ,,_v- t ~ < ,._,1 1 Are you here for the .".@aeam:i' or the Pttry1"±a~ sake? 
Athene 
For the Trojan?, w~om I hated this short time since , 
to make the ____&clfi~~slns ' homecoming a thi ng of sorrow . 
Poseidon 
This is a springing cha:.1ge of sympathy. 1'lhy must 
you ha te too hard, and love too hard , your loves and hates? 
i\.thene 
Did you not know they outraged my temple, and sh.'.1.IIled me? 
Poseidon _.(_~_., ct ur-,tL,.I 
I know that Ajax dragied Cassandra there by force . 
Athene ;,h .. uJ~.., 
And the '.AchaeaM di d not hing . They di d not even speak . 
Peseid:oR 
~by-yot1·r--s-t-rerrg-th -l one • 
A:taene 
~; therefore hel ·~ me . I woul d do some evi J to t he:1. 
Pose-idon 
I am rea dy for anything y ou ask . l/ha t will you do? 
Athene 
Make the home voyage c1 mos t unhappy coming home . 
Posei don 
ifhile they stay here ashor e , or out on the dee:) sea? 
Athene cl lt:tllk ll.da f d ,u'-l.., 
\ihen they t ake shf p from~ and se t sail f or home 
Zeus will s~10wer down hi s r a i nstor ms a nd t he wear i l ess bea t 
of ha i l, t o ma ke bl a ck t he bri ght air wi t h roo.r ing wi nd.s . 
He ha s promis ed m_y hand t he gift of thjl; .b}):}_'3i ng t hui1Cle::.' bol t 
to dash and overwhel m with fire the ~ shi ps . 
Yours i s your own dona i n , the Acgaean cr·.3s i ng . Make 
the sea t hunder t o the t r i 1, l ed wave and s :)inning surf , 
cram t hick the holl ow Euboean fo l d with flo ", ting dead ; 
so a f t er thi s Gr eeks m:-,,y l earn how t o use with fear 
my sa cred :;_)l a ces , and r espect all gods bes ide . 
Posei don .J--!-t .. -1,--/4Hq lttd_ _,7! -;r.ltof- -"-<' < ~. t u~t-J 
This sha ll be done , and j oyf ully . It needs no l ong 
discourse t o t e l l you . I will shake the Aegaean Sea . 
Hy conos ' nes ses :::i.nd the swine- ba ck r eef s of Del os , 
the Capherea.n pr omontories , Scyr os 1 Lemnos 
shall t ake the washed u , bodies of men drowned at sea . 
Back to Ol ympus now, g :1 ther t he thunderbol ts 
from your f ;>, t her ' s hands , t hen t ake your we. tcher' s pos t , t o wait 
the chance , when the Achaean fl eet ·;u t s out t o sea . 
That mor t al , ho sa cks f.9.llen citi es i s a f oul, 
who gi ·,;es the t ern ,l es and t he t o1:1bs , the hallowed pl aces 
of the dea d t o desol a tion . Hi s own turn mus t come . 
,df JJS'IL 
Ct) at J,'L 
-'~?A~ 
(The gods l e2.ve the s t ige . He cuba seems t o w3,ken, and 
ge t s slowl y to her fee t a s she spe8.ks . ) 
!),SC · 
Hecuba C--l:luut-/,-L , aad ~l~!J-l •V 
Ri se, stri cken head, from t l/J.e dust; 
lift up the throa t . Thi s i s ·rroy, but •r r oy 
and we , r.rroy ' s ki ngs , ar e per i shed . 
St oop t o the chancing fortune . 
St eer fo r t he cr os s i ng and the dea t h- god , 
hold no t l ife ' s pr ow on the course ag3,i ns t 
wave bea t and a cci dent . 
Ah me, 
wha t need I furthe r f or te3rs 1 occa s i on, 
sta t e peri shed, rny sons , and rny husband? 
O mas s ive pride tha t rny f a t her s heaped 
to magnificence , you Beant nothi ng . 
Dre . .2..1;;;;:r 
j {j ll7::i C: I •lC 
oii dt.JJL,)lr ..... : 
--1 '' ?2, /4~ ,L_ '-::x 
.. ;rt;, l t, J-«'f ~1 /( v -0/( C-t.t 
. 
Must I be hushed? 1.!ere it better thus? 
Should I cry a lament? 
Unhappy, accursed, 
l i mbs cramped, I lie 
ba cked on earth's stiff bed. 
Oh head, 0 templ es 
and sides ; sweet, t o shift, 
let the tired spine res t 
weight eased by the s ides alternate, 
against the strain of t he tear s ' song 
where the stricken people find music yet 
in the song undanced of t heir wr e tchedness . 
u ships ' pr ows , t hn. t the 
swept ba ck t o blessed 
over he sea 's blue w2. t er 
by the l acid harbor s of H 
t o t he f 
boa t whi3t les; 
f a s t ashor e 
t he f i f t y s ons , 
me, unhappy Hecuba , 
arove on thi s reef of in. 
Such sta te I keep 
to sit by t he tents of Agamemnon. 
I am led captive 
shame , 
from my house, an old, unh~ppy wom~n 
like r:iy city ruined and pitiful. 
Come then, sad wives of t he Troj ans 
whose spe~rs were bronze , 
t he i r daughters, br i des of di sas t er, 
let us mourn t he smoke of Ilium. 
And I, a s among winged birds 
the Llother , lea d out 
t he cla shing cry, t he s ong; not t ha t song 
wherein once long 2-go , 
when I held t he s cept er of Priam, : 
my feet were y_ueens of the choir:!§%:l ed 
t he proud dance t o the gods of Pl~ a . 
bride 
(The Firs t Hal f-chorus come s out of the shel t er 
a t t hP ixic. ) 
i'Zfi,t, L -f.-,i ll->-i't L}) L a.,v( 
First Hal!-choru3 -'VJVbv-t--:'1- ;li 1:lc.a"' l~<-
Hecuba, wha t are t he s e cries? 
Wha t news now? For t hrough the wall s 
I heard y our pi tiful weepi ng. ~cule"-.:/1, / 
and f ear sLivered in t he breas ts ~m ,....r [l 
of t he Trojan women, who within j~<-q'• J 
s ob out the day of their s l av-:::: ry . yL1_.A..L.i.....,l -j.bi et' !LvLC, 
Hecuba J-J_u ... '- -...;1 
My children, the ships of t he Argivec 
will move today. The hand i s a t the oar. 
First Half-chorus 'llL~vtc L =fr I 
• ~4-...... (._ They \-1111? Why? Must I t ake . 
so soon from the land of my fa.thers? 
Hecuba 
I know nothing . I look for disaster. 
First Half-chorus 
Alasi 
Poor women of Troy, torn from your 
bent to fo ced hc:;.rd work. ;~~?'.l '1 The }rr5 ves push for home. 
Hecuba 
Oh, 
let her not come forth, 
not now, my child 
Cassandra, driven delir~ f~ 
to sh.JJne us before the _;~ f 
homes , 
not the mad one~ t o bring fresh pain to my pain. 
Ah no. 
Troy, ill-starred Troy, thi s is the end; 
your 1st sad peo :'._)le leave you now, 
still alive, and broken. 
(The Second Half-chorus 
..(' ,:G. -fr- 1-"' U S" R; 
'I hlh'-( ";(r 1:lc C-<. {. {~ 
Second Half-chorus · (LJ..J. ;:f/:"2. . .J...(~ ~I {J-hl~'rl.Ld 
Ah me. Shivering, I left the tent s<' 
of Agamemnon t o li s t en . 
Tell us, our queen. Did the Argive council 
decree our dea th? 
Or are the see.men 1:12.nning the ships now, 
oars ready fo r action? 
Hecuba 
My child, do not fear s o . Lighten your heart. 
But I go stunned with terror. 
Second Half-chorus t/..c_(u ·L-#7 - ~Vu.~ b_.., 
Has a her ald come from the·Danaaoo yet? 
Whose wretched slave shall I be ordained? 
Hecuba 
You are nec:.r the lot now . 
Second Half-chorus ct f 
Alas! ..tL J <1 Lt< f<-.: 
\Tho will lea c.'--ffie. 8:way? 1Ln Ar gi.v..e-'.f' 
To an island home'? To Phthiotis? 
Unhappy, surely, and f c."r from Troy. 





whose wretched slave 
shall I be? \There, in my :;r ay ,-i.ge, 
a f a int drone, 
:'._Joor i I'lage of a corpse, 
weak shining among dead men? Shall 
I stand and keep ,suard a t their doors, 
~f the shcUe-~ 
at the 1.mek. ) 
I 
~l}a)_l I nurse their children, I who in Troy 
~ Astate as a princess? 
(The two half-choruses now ® unite to form a 
Chorus 
So pitiful , so pitiful 
your shame and your l ament~tion. 
No longer shall I move the shifting pa ce 
of the shut tl e a t the looms of Ida . • 
I shall l ook no more on the bodies of my sons. 
No more. Shall I be a drudge besides p&t a • .,el .ry;.fo-,_ ,, 
or be forc ed to t he bed of Greek masters? DR. flitd O L 
Night is a queen, but I curs e her. J:: ~.f ct i 
Must I dro..w the wa ter of Pirene, d. ~lt~ -<.fl-:~ 
a servant at sa_cred springs? t l!t-r-t<.h 
Night I only be t s,ken to At hens, domain 
of Theseus, the bright , the bless ed? 
Never to the whirl of Eurota s 1 not ~arta 
detested. , who gave us Helen, .,_,(,~d I<?. -l;-.,1,'TJ.L,j Dr L 
not look with slave' s eyes on the scourge 
of Troy, Henelaus. 
heard the rumor 
hallowed ground by Pene 
bri ,_, t doorstone of Ol ympus , 
deep urdened in bec:mty of · o,,er and harves t . 
There w uld I be next aft the blessed, 
the 
aming I o i an Sea , 
wa t ere d by t he l ovelies t 
of r· ers, Cra thi s , wi h t he r ed- gol d t r esses 
wh draws from the deptlL of enchanted well s 
essings on a s trong peop e . 
See now, from t he hos t of t he Danaans 
the herald, charged wi th new orders , t akes 
the s~eed of hi s way toward us . 
\Jha t message? \.Tha t co 1.mand? Since we count as s l:wes 
even now in the Dorian kingdom . 
single Chorus.) 
01.,b i ., ,J, l{.Q..?Tv ( Ta l thy bi us enters , fo llowed by a detail of 
·-'-'" -(-t:LL 1, "-p ,;)...~-U.-1..c L-J armed soldiers.) 
Tal thybius ..c. ,di"\, -S R._C 
Hecuba, incessantly my ways have l ed me to Troy 
as the nessenger of all the Acha ean ar r:iament. 
You know me fro@ t he old days, my l ady; I am sent , 
Tal thy bi us , ,·ri th new mess2.,.,es for you to hear . 
Hecuba A t..,__:_u . ..-.: M1.,Jt.:J_. 
It comes, bel~ved d.'.l.ught~rs of '11roy ; the thing I feared. 
mas ters now . Ua s this your dread? 
Hecuba 
Ah, yes . 
Tell me . 
Talthybius 
Is it Phthia, t hen? A city of Thessaly? 
The l and of Cadmus? 
All are allot ted separa t ely, each t o a roan . 
Hecuba 
'Jho is given t o whom? Oh, is there any hope 
l eft for the women of Troy? 
Talthybius 
I understand . Yet ask not for all, but for ea ch apart. 
Hecuba •Jnbv1- <J ~i)•-a. id ~ti/'1(;._Ll~ 
Hho was given ny child? Tell me , uho sh-- 11 be l ord 
of my poor abused Causan:1-ra? 
Talthybius 
King Agamemnon chose her . She was given to him. 
Hecuba CL ~Lf t,..r, 
Slav~ woman to tha t La cedaemonian wife? 
My unhappy child! 
'ral thybius 
No . Rather to be joined with him in the d,,rk bed of love. 
Hecuba 
She, Apollo I s vi r gin, blessed in the privilege 
the gold-ha ired god g .. ve her , a life foreve r unwed? 
Talthybius 
Love's archery and the prophetic mai nen s truck him hard. 
Hecuba ...- le_ a_d1,z., -{rh W 
Dash down, my daughter, 
the keys of your consecr i tion, 
bre2.k the god's garlands to your throa t g ,thered. 
Talthybius 
Is it not high f avor to be brought to a king ' s bed? 
Hecuba 
rTy poor younges t , why did you take her a,my from me? 
Talthybius 
You spoke now of Polyxena . I s it no t so? 
Hecuba 
To whose a rms did t he l ot force her ? 
1ra1 thybius d l'-8--lk t:i((tt l.H,._'J ';J--'-~ 
She is given a guardianshi }, to keep Achi lles ' t omb . 
Hecuba 
To watch, my child? Over a tomb? 
Tell me , is t :1is t heir way , 
some l aw, friend, estJ.blis hed among the Greeks? 
Tal thy bi us ...--l 1.,1,.1, HJ ,u l '-71..1 
Speak of yo1-1.r child i n words of blessing . She feels no pain . 
Hecuba ~-{ C LV-~ • 
1.lhat did that mean? Does she live in the sunlight still? 
Talthybius X"liLH .. J 7'c,1 -lu t. 
She lives her destiny, and her cares are over now . 
Hecuba 
The wife of bronze- emba ttl ed Hector: t ell me of her, 
Andromache t he f orlorn. \·/ha t shall she suffer now? 
Talthybius 
The son of Achilles chose her, She was given to him. 
Hecuba 
And I, my aged str ength crutched for support on staves , 
whom shall I serve? 
Talthybius 
You shall be slave t o Odysseus, l ord of Itha ca . 
Hecuba -::tz· q1-<.J c--u,L<"l . ..J ./J -~ L 
Oh no, no! 
Tear the shorn hea d, 
rip na ils t hr ough the fo l ded cheeks . 
J:1ust I ? 
To be given as slave t o s erve t h2. t vile , that s lippery man, 
right's enemy, brute, murderous beast , 
that mouth of l ies 2.nd t r ea chery , tha. t r1akes void 
f aith in things promised 
and that which was beloved turns to ha te . Oh , mourn, 
daughters of Ilium , weep as one for me . 
I am gone , doomed, undm .. ~, 
0 wretched , gi ven ---<J.AHJ.t,}'-tJ ;t;, -;tOu_, 
the worst l ot of all . --ft-6-i1-1, 
Chorus ·7 /,t !<-tt.f.~-v,ra1.A 1). u.1.o4 Cl..J vt. t. · 
I know your destiny now (lueen Hecuba . 
-c.V.. "~ \!ha t Hellene , what Aena ea.R is my master 
But mi ne? 
now? 
Talthybius ---nlb--v'--t-o 0-S' C cu1..A -l-4-av U <; R.., 
Men:-at- arms, do your duty. Bring Cassandra f orth 
without dela;t . Our orders ar e to deli vcr he r 
to the general a t once . And 2,ft erw2.r ds we ca,n bring 
to the rest of the princes their allotted captive women . 
But s ee ! \·/hat is th2.t burst of a torch fl ame ins i de? 
What can it Dean? Are the Trojan women se tting fire 
to their chamber s , a t point of being t orn from their l and 
to sail for .Argos? Have they set themselves cJ.f l ame 
in longing for dea th? I know it i s t he way of freedom 
in times like these t o s tiffen the neck against disas ter. 
Open, there, open ; l e t no t the f a t e des ired by these , 
dreaded by the Achaeans , hurl their wr a t h on me . 
Hecuba ~J.Ttl l9-i ~t(ML. OS'C) 
You ar e 1vrong, there is no fire there.. It is my Cassandra 
whirled out on running fee t in the passion of her f renzy . 
-e 1,:ti_,\;J ..... us R_, 
'(Ca ssandr a, carrying a fl aming 
from the 
Cassandra clt. rLCC.J ~'-- L CJ- l, >ll./ ~t.~ 
Lift up , heave up; carry t he fl ame ; I bring fire of worship , 
t orches to t he templ e . 
I o , Hymen, my l ord. IIymena eus . 
Blessed t he bridegroom . 
Bl es sed an I indeed to l ie a t a king ' s side, 
bl essed the bride of Ar gos . 
Hymen, my l ord , Hymena eus . 
Your s were t he t ear s , my mot her, 
yours wa s t he l ament ',ti on f or my f :1.t her f all en , 
for your city s o dear bel oved, 
bu t mine thi s uarri .J.ge , my mar r i age , 
and I shake out the t or ch- f l a r e , 
br i ghtness , da zzle , 
light f or you, Hymenaeus , 
Heca te , l i ght f or you , 
f or the bed of vir~ni ty as n:m I s cuqtom orda i ns . 
Mc -lR~ -;;::clt_,1, t;;..,.__.,.,#u cUt--<-~~(}.) 
a {.!1-<.1.-1,.._4 r:t--JA.c a._!' c.~ 
Le t your f e2 t dance , rippl i ng t he air ; l et go the chorus , 
a s when my f a t her' s 
f a te went in bl es s ednes s . l,t,'-(__ccs¼'. v L O-t1-Y4 f 
0 sa cr ed circl e of dance . CJLhlL,J 
Lead now, Phoebos Apoll o; I wear your l o.ur el , 
I t end your t em il e , 
Hymen, 0 Hymenaeus . 
Dance , Hother , dance , l augh ; l ead ; l et your fee t 
wind i n the shi f ting )a t t er n and f oll ow mi ne , 
kee p the S\lee t ste _J with Ele , 
cry out t he name Hymena eus 
and t he bride ' s name in the shri l l 
and the bl essed i nca~ati on . 
0 you daughter s of FHr ~gfa r obed in s pl endor, 
dance f or my weddi ng , 
f or the l ord f a t e appoi nted to lie bes i de me . 
Chorus 
Can you not , Queen Hecuba , stop t hi s b2.,cchana l bef ore 
her l i ght fee t whirl her c1,way into t he Ar gi ve camp? 
Hecuba /LlJJ. o tl J-td ~ ,J Xi C --LJ.ti,-u,l~ D.f /<-
Fire God , i n morta l rnar ri ., ges you l eft up your torch , 
bu t he r e you t hrow a mele.ncho l y light, not seen 
t hrough my hopes t ha t went s o h gh in the d,7,ys gone :;_Ja s t . 0 
child . 
t here wa s a t i ne I dreamed you woul d no t we d li):e this , 
no t a t the s pea r ' s edge , not under f orce of Ar give a r ms . 
Let me t ake t he light; cra zed , passiona t e , you cannot Cc7.r r y 
i t s trni ght enough , _;_)oor chi l d . Your f a t e i s intempern,te 
as you ~r e , a l ways . Ther e i s no relief f or you . 
torch, burs ts 
shelter.) 
© 
( '. t t endants come from t he shel t er. Hecuba gently t akes t he 
t orch f r om Ca ssandr a and give s it t o t hem 
You Troj an women, t ake the t orch inside , and change 
t o songs of tear s t hi s poor girl ' s marriage melodies . 
t o carry away. ) 
C.a.s- 1;-d ndra 
O Mother , s t ;:ir my hair with flowers of victory. 
I know you would not h :-, ve it lmp~)en thus: and vet 
this is a king I marry ; t hen be gl.:1,d; esco:r t 
the bride . Oh, thrust her str ongl y on. If Loxi as 
is Loxi :s still, the Acb '.eans ' pride, gre1.t Agamemnon 
has won a wife mor e f a t a l th.3,n ever Hel en was . 
Since I will kill hin ; and avenge my brother s ' blood 
and my f ~ther' s i n the desol a tion of his house . 
But I l eave this in s ilence and s i ng not now t he ax 
to drop against my throat and other throats than mine , 
the agoffr of the mother murder ed , brought to p2.ss 
from our marri~ge rites , and Atreu s ' house made desola te . 
I am rid::en by God ' s curse still, ye t I will s t ep so far 
out of my fr enzy as to show this city ' s f a te .4,~k, To ffM-i. _ 
is blessed bes ide the Achaeans '. For one woman' s sake , 
one act of l ove , t l;.ese hunted Hel en down and t hrew 
thousands of lives awny. Their general --cl ever man--
in the name of a vile woilnn cut his dci.r l ing down , 
gave up for a brother the swee tness of chi l dren in hi s house, 
all to bring back tha t brother ' s wife 9 a woman who went 
of heiv(re~ will, not caught in cons traint of viol ence . 
The il c •.me beside Scamander ' s banks, and died 
day aft er day 5 though none sought to Hrench thei r l and from 
them 
nor their own towering cities . Those the War God caui;ht 
never sa.w thei r sons again, nor were they l aid to rest 
decently in winding sheets b',' their wives I hands, but lie 
buried in alien ground ; whi l e al l went wron0 a t home 
as the widow,; peri shed , and ba rren coupl es r a ised and nursed 
the children of ot hers 5 no survivor left t o tend 
the tombs, and wL::.. t i s left there 5 with bl ood sacrificed . 
For such success as this con:;r a tula te the Greeks . 
No , but the sharne i s better left in silence , f or fear 
my singi ng voice become the voice of wretchedness . 
The Trojans have tha t gl ory which is l oveliest: 
they died for their o,m country . So the bodies of all 
who took the Sj_)ears were carried home in l oving hands , 
brought, in the l and of their f a thers, to t he embrace of er1rth 
and bur:i,_~ becomingl y a s the rite fell due . The rest, 
t hose who esc.::.ped ~?-L~h in bc'1. ttle, cby by day 
came home to ha p_)iness the ---:t\c"mf~ could not lm<:>w; 
their wives, their chi.;d.r en . Then was Hector' s f a te so sad? 
You think so. Listen to the truth. He i s dead and gone 
surely , but with r eputn tion 9 as a valiant man . 
How could ,chis be , exept for the Achneans ' com~_ ng? 
Had they held ba ck , none might h2,ve known how grea t he 
was • --1..-&--iH~ -;;T 1.l.u_u_ lu. 
The bri de of Pe.r i s w:;.S the da~er of Zeu s . Had he 
no t mar ·ied her , f ame in our house would sleep in s il ence stil . 
Though surel y the wise man wi ll f orever shrink fr om war, 
ye t i f war come , t he hero ' s dea th wil l l ay a wreath 
not lustreless on the city . The. coward a lone brings shame . 
Let no mor e tears fall, Mo ther 9 f or our l and, nor for 
this ii12..rri~ge I make; it i s by marriage t hat I bring 
to des truction those whom you and I have ha ted most . ·-i<.~~~ 
Chorus () ( L , ~~fl, dMl-11\ "o (l~'7'1.( Wl.}1. -i 
You smile on your disasters . Can it be tha t you 
some day will illumina te t he darkness of t hi s song? 
Tal t bybiu s 'Yf1..'il--: v 
\Jere it not A.1"0110 who ha s driven wild your wits 
I would mc·,ke yon sorI"J or ~(;;ending the princes of our Los t 
on their wa:',' home in t-Tof f oul speech Lke thi s . 
Now pride of ma j esty and wi s dom ' s outward show 
have f n.l l en t o sta ture less than what was no t~ft;,worth 
since he, a lmighty prince of the assembled Hettc~ 
Atreus' son bel oved , h=ts s tooped--by his mm will--
to find his love in a crazec girl . I , a plain man , 
would no t 1arry t hi s woC12.n or }~eep her as my s l ave . 
You then, with Y01l_f _ ,,~~ ts unhinged by idiocy, 
your scolding c)f~ hnd your Troj c:.ms gl orified 
I throw to the winds to sc,,, t t e r them. Come now with me 
to the ships , a bride- - ~nd such a bride- - fo r Agamemnon . 
Hecuba , when Laertes ' son calls you, be sure 
you follm, ; if what a ll say who ca me to Ilium Q?(.i/a IJS';7_ 
is true, at the worst you will be a good woma n ' s s l 'l.ve . 
Cassandra ")?'I.. ~4 Df" e., 
That servant is a vile thinz . Oh , how ca n heral ds keep 
their name of honor? ktckeys for despots be they , or 
l a ckeys to t he peopl e , a ll 1en nrust des Ji se them s till . 
You tell me tha t my mother mu s t be sl.:tve in the house 
of Odysseu s? \Jher e .:.~re a ll Apollo ' s pr omi ses 
uttered to me, t o my own ears 9 tha t Hecuba 
should die in Troy? sseus I will curse no 
poor wretch, who littl e _reams of llh2.. t he mu 
when he will t hink Troy ' s : a in and mine w col den ;r a ce 
beside hi.sown luck . Ten ye .. rs he spe here, and ten 
more years will f ollow before eat a st comes home, forlor n 
a fter the terror of the r ock a n ,1e thin s tri,.i t, 
Cha rybdis ; and the mo-i;n t a in s t di Cyclops, who eat s 
men Is f l esh j the Li gyan wit who Chee ges men to swine ' 
Circe ; the wr eck of a l 1 shi ps or, t sal t sea , 4 J-· 
the lotus pass io;1 9 sa0red oxen of t he Sun 
s l aughtered , and a d flesh moaning i nto sp ~ch, t o m, ke 
Odysseus lis t P. ng sl!i ver . Cut the story sl1or 
he will own to the w ·t er of dea th, and r e turn a live 
home a nd t he thousand sorrow , wa iting t hers~. 
l'<.~fui,w ./JS"lc, u- 0-S' C 
Why nust I t r a nsfix each of Odys seu s ' l abors one by one? 
Lea d t he way quick t o the house of dec1, th wbere I shal l 
t a ke my mate . v_ 
Lord of all t t e sons of Dan~U~~( haughty in your mind of pri de , 
not by day, but evil in the evil night you shall fin ··1_ your grave 
when I lie corpse- cold 8.nd naked next rri.y husband ' s sepul cher, 
piled in the ditch for ani r,nl s t o rip cmd feed on, beaten by 
streaming storms of ,rinter , I who wore Apollo I s sacr aments . 
Garla nds of the god I l oved s o well, the spirit ' s dres s of pride, 
l e;'tve me, as I l ee.ve those f estivals whe r e once I was so gay . 
See I tear your a dornments from my s kin not ye t defiled by 
touch, J 1-<J, L 'if~ ±ta, Lf-~'-r 
t h r ow them to the ru 1ni .:1g winds to sco, tter, 0 lord of prOi)hecy , 
\!here i s this gene r a l ' s shi ~i , then"? Lead tne where I must set nw 
f eet on boa rd . 
\hit the ,,i nd of f n.vor in t : e s ctils; yet when the ship goes out 
f r om this s l:o.re, she c .:.1.rri es one of tLe thr ee Furies in my shape . 
Land of my ances t or s , good- bye; 0 Mother, weep no mor e for 
~" I l ' L ll'.. \, 1 <; J,LC_(' .J_ ' 
You benea th the ground, my brothers , Priam, f 3,ther of us a ll, 
I will be wi th y ou soon and come triun1phant to the de a d be l ow , 
l eaving behind me, wrecl-::ed, the house of Atr eus, which de-
stroyed our house. 
(Cassandra is taken away sol dier s . 
q4..,,f, Hecuba collapses . ) 
Chorus a C ! , Jn ~u-t -.:r;_t.Crr;t. ?de <'.-t. lM, I) r c 
Handmaid9 of ag~d Hecuba, can you not see 
how your mistr ess, powerless to cry out, lies prone? · Oh , t a ke 
her hand and help her to her feet, you wretch ed maids . 
Wil l you let an aged helpl ess woman lie so l ong? 
.::JI 3 £;.t._cl # iJ J, :u c. L; · 
Hecuba l)S c ,n;[,.(_ 1._, < t1.C H'I CLl-v-ec1,4_ 
No . Let me lie where I have falle :H . *-ind a e ta , my maid&, 
t be unkind, unwanted. All that I end 
and na ndured and shal l, deserves strike m~ down . 
Oh gods! Wha tcned. thin s call on-- - gods ! _: _fo r heTp 
al though ~ ---.......,_ is to invoke their a id 
·w·he,,, all hold on i. - ~1appiness . C. t, 't' 
No. It first to tell goo rtune ' s t a l e, 
t sac:1-1,v agains t disasters 
I 1,·q,s a princess, who was o; ._,e a pr:i.:1ce' s bride 9 
rnothE:r b,jr him of sons pre, Clv.inent' b ,:yond 
r:;1• - me~" nlJlllbers of tric.1. lorus of t~1e P1nygian domain , 
S'J.c;1 f:''.)TIS for pride to :0oint to as :c.o wonan of Troy, 
::io HeJ.le- e, none :· n the outlande-r: 3 wicle wo~ld might 'match . 
:mct. the::1 I saw them fall before ch2 spears of Greece, 
v:_c._ cut t}ii.s hair for t1em, and. Jaid. it on their graves . 
I u10; 1r1ect. their fa.the:..,\', Priam. Fon.e told me the t a le 
if 11is death . I saw it, with these eyes. l s t ood to wa tch 
his throat cut, next the alter of the -protecting god. 
I saw my city ta~:en, And the gir~.s I nu 1·sed1 
rhoice flowers to wear the pride of anv husband•s eyes , 
r~atnred to be (,ragged by ha::'.l.J.s c.': stra .. ~ers from my arms . 
.. .'here is no ho}:,e left that they will ever see me more , 
:::1.0 hope that I shall ever look on thr.m again, 
'.::'h21.., :..s 0·1e n'o:;:-,--. stone to 1-:ey this arc:1 of wretchednes s: 
:i:: must br-; carri ed away to Ilellas no,v, an ol d 
sla.Ye woman, where 2.11 those tasks th2.t wrac~: ol d age s"hall be 
given me by IrT 1;-ias ters, :i: must work the bol t 
that 1'ars their doorvra;y. I whose son was Hector once ; 
or 1Jake their bread; lay clown tr:ese wi ·vherer. limbs to s leep 
o:. trie bare ground', whose bed was royal once i abuse 
t. is skin once c.lel:i.co,te the sla <,tern's way~ exposed 
through robes whose rags wi ll mock my luxury of lo~ s i nce . 
Ui'11appy, 0 unhappy. And all this ~ame to pass 
a :1d. shall be, ~'cl'.' ti1e way one woman chose a man . 
Cassandrt, 0 J)aug11ter , whose ·exr::~,tements were the ,god ' s , 
you h[l.ve 1aid for your consecratim1 nmr; at what a pri ce ! 
1' ... YJ.ci yo-.i 7 my poor Pol~rxena i where are you now? 
ifot he·re, nor 1:rny boy or girl of mine 5 who were 
S·:) ,r.2.ny once , is near me in ny ur:happiness. 
J~ - 1_ you would lift me f"'.'.om the gTourd? What ·hope? What use? 
Gi: ;_ce these feet lon.s ago so d.e lica te in •rroy, 
a 0 1.ava 1 ,3 feet now,· to the straw sacks laid on the ground 
and t h9 pi l ed stones; l ot i:1e lay down my head. and die 
i;_,_ an ext.a istion of tears, Of all who walk in bliss 
G::-:,_1 not one happy yet? unti.C the man is dead . 
7 ;,h<.f/ c;, 
le atjl .... 
(<-'; ltt;; 




-,. /1,tr . 
-Lrt,C,l,'{,,,J-,-n 
Chorus { 1 S _,e ; .lt~"W• ..
Voice of singing, stay 
(Hecuba, aft er being led to the back of the 
flin n;s hersel f to the ground once more . ) 
¢IA.£ ,.J.<.c 1, l ( , --i. J A-Lr ct.L 
-::-t'J__(J...{ca.lt · 
with me now , for Ilium ' s sake; 
t ake up the burden of tea r s, 
the song of sorrow; *eu le,,,.,#/ 
t he dirge for Troy ' s death (J,,u'l'W ,_,!..M,.J.J ... (l 
must be chanted; ..... tc ~w 
the t a l e of my captivity · -Ju.~vL~ 
by the wheel ed str ide of the four- foot beas t of the Aigi.es , 
the horse they left i n the gates , 
thin gold at its brows, 
inward, the spears ' high thunder . 
Our people thronging 
the rock of Tr oy let go the great cry: 
"The war is over! Go down, 
bring back the idol' s enchanted wood 
to the Ma iden of Ilium, Zeu s ' daughter ." 
Who stayed then? Not one girl, not one 
ol d nan, in their houses , 
but singing for happiness 
let the lurki ng death in . 
ctO f cI.r 12-And the gener a t ion of Troy .110,i;C/1-1,w., 
swept solid to the gates / ~ r 
to give the goddess 
her pleasure : L, t he colt immortal, unbroken , . ~t.~e l-l > t he nest of  spears , 
de2th for the chi l dren of Da rdanus 
sealed in the s leek hi l l pine chamber . 
In the sling of the flax twist shipwise 
they berthed the bla ck hul l 
in t he house of Pa l l as Athene 
stone paved , washed now in the blood of our peopl e . 
Strong, 5ay work 
deep into black night 
to the stroke of the Libyan lute 
and all Troy singing, and girl s ' 
light feet pul s ing t he air 
in the kind dance neasures; 
indoors , lights everywhere , 
torchflares on bla ck 
to for bid sleep ' s ons ~t . 
J'c&-de/\.# 2..,, 
I was there a l so: in t he grea t room 
I danced the maiden of t he mounta ins , 
Artemis, Zeus ' daughter . 
When the c "L·y went up, sudden, 
bloodshot, up and dm-m the city, to stun 
the keep of the cita del. Chi l d_en 
reached shivering hands to clutch 
at the mo ther ' s d.2ess . 
War sta lked f rom hi s hiding ,)lace . 
Pal l as did t hi s . 
Besi de their a l tars the Trojans 
died i n t heir bl ood . Desol a te now , 
men mur dered , our s l ~eping r ooms gave up 
their brides ' beauty 
to breed sons for Greek men , 
sorrow for our own country . 
( A wagon com __ , -~....:.::..:.._ 
spoils of war, in 
holding As t}'l. :a.r:~n-~tffi±E~ truf==i~;;)J:J.J 
peaking , 
1':Lc_• e<el~-L# 2__, 
Hecuba look, I see her, r apt -1---ri. 
to the ali en wagon, Andromache , f:JJ t.,\,'l--z_ 
close to whose beating brea st clings 
the boy AstyanQx , Hector ' s sweet child . 
0 carried away- -to what l and? --unhappy woman , 
on the wa gon floor, with the bra zen a rms 
of Hector, of Troy 
captive and heaped beside you , 
torn now from Troy, for Achilles ' son 
to hang in t he shrine s of Phthia . 
Andromache ...e it{,Tq OS R ,1-11,h'-C.;j .S-J.. c:lt.¾t~ A~
4 
I am in the hands of Greek masters . 








of my own grief win tears from you? 
Hecuba 
It rrrust--0 Zeus! . 
Androma che 
My own distress? 
Hecuba 
0 my children 
Andromache 
once . No longer . 
Hecuba 




and ny l ordly children . 
\ndromache 
t<ecuoa 






of our city 
Hecuba 
a wreck, and burning. 
Andromache 
Come back, 0 my husband . 
Hecuba /) )l,HP-~1 ,,J.({)-w-k, L C 
Poor childi you i nvo'ke 
a dead man; my son once 
Andromache 
my defender . 
Hecuba Lr\,lci.1 -;:b ..f--l,t,---c-L '- L(r k.__, 
And you, whose death shamed the -A-GAsea,E:S 
Andromache 
l ord of us al l once , 
0 patriar ch, Priam , 
Hecuba 
take me to my death now . 
Andromache 
Longing for dea th drives deep; 
Hecuba 
0 sorrowful, such is our fortune; 
Andromache 
lost our city 
Hecuba 
and our pain lies deep under pain piled over . 
• 
Andromache I Hf:l l! i o b . S' j_ 
We are the hated of God, since once your youngest escaping 
death, brought down Troy's t owers in the arms of a worthless 
woman , 
piling at the feet of Pallas the bleeding bodies of our young men 
sprawled , kites ' food, while Troy takes up he yoke of captivity . 
Hecuba 
0 my city , my city forlorn 
Andromache 
abandoned, I weep this 
n~vU.Ud. 
miser able l ast hour 
Andromache 
of the house where I bore m.y children . 
Hecuba 
0 my sons, this city and your mother are desolate of you. 
Sound of lamentation and sorrow, 
tears on tears shed. Home farewell, since the dead have forgotten 
all sorrows , and weep no longer . 
Chorus ..,,J._--r;_ CC 0 t-L ; .J-Cxt,f~<.. J1r1 - cL-(/ 
They who are sad find somehow sweetness in t ears, the song 
of lamentation and the mel ancholy Muse . 
Andromache 
Hecuba , mother of the nan whose spear was death 
to the Argives, Hector: do you see what they have done to us? 
Hecuba 
I see the work of gods who pile tower- high the pride 
of those who were nothing, and dash present grandeur down . 
Andromache 
We are carried away, sad spoils, my boy and I ; our life 
transformed, as the aristrocrat becomes the serf . 
Hecuba 
Such is the terror of necessity . I los t 
Cassandra, r oughly torn from my arms before you came . 
Andromache '1 H,b-t,LC-.J :to .-Jlc_ C-",d><,., 
Another Ajax to haunt your daughter? Some such thing 
it must be . Yet you have l ost still ~ore than you yet know . 
Hecuba 
There is no numbering my losses . Infinitely 
misfortune comes t o outrace misfortune known before . 
Andromache 
Polyxena is dead . They cut your daughter ' s throat 
to pleasure dead Achilles ' corpse, above his grave . 
Hecuba 
O wretched. This was what Talthybius meant , that speech 
cryptic, incomprehensible, yet now so clear . 
Andromache ·,Yt-~J 
I saw her die, and l eft 451i±B wagon seat to lay 
a robe upon her body and sing t he threnody. 
Hecuba 
Poor child , poor wretched, wretched darl ing, sacrifi ced , 
but without pity , and in pain, to a dead man. 
Andromache _,[1,t}-f --d.1. ~A..] 
She is dead, and this was death indeed; and yet to die 
as she did was better than to live as I live now . 
Hecuba 
Child , no . No life, no light is any kind of death, 
since death is nothing~ and in life the hopes live still. 
Andromache , ,J·l ~ll..(-J t<.ftt,L~• ."To DS'L-
0 Mother, our mother, hear me while I reason through 
this matter fairly-- - might it even hush your grief? 
Death, I am sure , is like never being born, but death 
is better thus by far than to live a life of pain, 
since the dead wi t :1 no perception of evil feel no grief, 
while he who was happy once, and then unfortunate, 
finds his heart clriven far from the old lost happiness. 
She di ed; it is as i ::' she never saw the light 
of day) fo r she lrr,ows nothing now of what she suffered. 
But I, uho aimed the arrows of ambition high 
at honor , and made them good, see now how far I fall, 
I j who i n Hectorrs house worked out all custom that brings 
discretion1"s name to women. Blame them or blame them not, 
there is o~e act that swings the scandalous speech their way 
beyond all els e~ co have the house and walk abroad. 
I longed t c, Jo ~--'-; tu-;-; ;mt '~he l onging aside, and stayed 
a l ways wi th::..n -':;he inclosurc of my own house and court. 
The witty spee•,':-'. some, womBn CL:l ti vate I would 
not practice, -0-1.t k2pt n-:;:r ho:rnst inward thought, and made 
my m::_nd my only and suff i ci ent t ea cher. I gave 
my lord1 s presenc'3 the tri tc.te of hushed lips, and eyes 
quietly dovmcast. I k:1.ew when my will must have its way 
over :i1::, 3 1 know also ho',/ to give way to him in turn. 
Men learned of thi s;::: was t alked of in the Achaean camp, 
and reputa ~ion has dsstroyed me now. At the choice 
of women , Achilles' son pi cke~ me from the rest, to be 
his wife: a lordly house, yet I shall be a slave. 
If I dash 'Jae~~ t he belovP.d rPemor:r of Hector 
and open w"-d.) my hear t t o ms r..ew lord , I shall be 
a traitor to t~e uend love 7 and know it; if I cling 
faithful -:;o tt2 pa.st, I w.' 11 my master 's hatred. Yet 
they say one n~ght of love suffi ces to dissolve 
a woman 1 s avers::_-:.n t o share the bed of any man. 
I ha-1-;e an . l'.)a,·11.e r~1at woman who cas t s away the once 
beloveds a:;_d tJkcs ano ther in her arms of love. 
Even the yOlmg :nare torn from her running mate and teamed 
with anoth-;;r wi ll not eas ily wear the yoke. And yet 
this i s a brute anc sp8echless beast of burden, not 
like u s intc>l b .6eni, lower f ar in nature's scale. 
Dear Hee I- or, ,,.rhen I h3.d you I had a hu sband, great 
in understanding, rank, wealth, courage: all my wish. 
I was a virgin ~l'hen :·ou toore me f r om the house 
of my father :; I gave you all my maiden love, my first, 
and now you L.re d..oa'.:1.~ 2,nd I must cross the sea, to s erve, 
prisoner of war~ ·:;he slave' s yoke on my neck, in Greece. 
No 1 Hecuba; :::"'-Y', y-c •J r.ot 2e1 my f a t e i s worse 
than hers yo·_ g-:- -i. ,:JV'·'., Po}y-.,cer.a 1 s? Tha t one thing left 
always "1<:hile l ife i.,,sts , hope 9 i s not for me. I keep 
no secret decep tio::1 i~ rry heart.,~sweet though it be 
to dream -that :: shall evcc' b~ l ha:ppy any mo,r ] . 
Y<.c. Uttiw 1:c,. llQ.-e-<.\,.~ e.i:J *n 
Chorus a.._,l.Q /4..A. 'A ,.eLH t[ 
You s t and whe:~·e I do ::.n ~i s:o::-t une~ and while you mourn 
your own l ife 1 t21:. 1:ie wn:::,t I 7 too , am suffering. 
Hecuba "'1n<J-v-<-,i;1, /}f R_., I 
I have never b~en inside the hull of a ship, but know 
what I know only by hearsay and from painted scenes, 
yet think that seamen, while the gale blows moderately, 
take pains to spare unnecessary work, and send 
one man to the steering oar, another aloft, and crews 
to pump the bilge from the hold. But when the tempest comes, 
and seas wash over the decks they lose their nerve, and let 
her go by the run at the waves' will, leaving all to chance. 
So I, in this succession of disasters, swamped, 
battered by this storm immortally inspired, have lost 
my lips' control and let them go, say anything 
they will. Yet still, beloved child, you must forget 
what happened with Hector. Tears will n-ever save you now. 
Give your obedi ence to the new master; l et your ways 
entice his heart to make him love you. If you do 
it will be better for all who are close to you. This boy, 
my own son's child, might grow to manhood and br ing back--
he alone could do it--something of our city's strength. 
On some far day the children of your children might 
come home, and build. There still may be another Troy. 
"'1J,tt~ . <J t. ff<._ .ro cefted . 4-. ' uA >.aul}-tu...J --vL <- 1-n ;(} ,..J t.. '#-."TZ../ 5 i.-
But we say this, and others~ l ~s peak also. See, 
here is some runner of the A6fiHJ a:m6 come again. 
Who is he? What news? What couns el have they taken now? 
(Talthybius enters again with his escort.) 
-1- L ,,.__;n D S le 
Tal thybius ·--11tltH,,L1. 'tq L 
O wife of Hector, once the bravest man in Troy, 
do not hate me. This is the will of the Danaans and 
the kings. I wish I did not have to give this message. 
~l'U... · Ouul Cl.Jl-./j,,1 .trn-4 j'., -:¢. l f d1 '1 -if-('. fJ.-(h, 
Andromache V/.... · C-ll.(_ c l'~'LA....1 C t..,...f d . 
What can this mean, this hint of hateful things to come? 
Talthybius 
The council has decreed for your son--how can I say this? 
Andromache 
That he shall s erve some other master than I serve? 
Talthybius iJ. 
No man of Ac1ik~ i ~shall ever make this boy his s lave. 
Andromache -d1 
Must he be left behind in Phryg;fa, all a lone? 
Talthybius 
Worse; horrible . There is no easy way to tell it". 
Andromache 
I thank your courtesy--unless: your news be really good. 
Talthybius 
They will kill your son. It is monstrous. Now you know the truth. 
Andromache a l()..tl•Ld C {1--Jd · 
Oh, this is w'orse than anything I heard before. 
Tal-+;hybius 
Odysseus. He urged it before the Greeks, and got his way. 
Andromache 
This is too much grief, and more than anyone could bear. 
Talthybius 
He said a hero's son could not be allowed to live. 
Andromache · lLITTt. L(t/, 
Even thus may his own sons some day find no mercy. 
Talthybius 
He must be hurl ed from the battlements of Troy. 
(He goes toward Andromache, who clings fast 
to her child, as if to resist.) 
No wait! 
Let it happen this way. It wi l l be wi s er in the end. 
Do not fight it. Take your gr i ef as you were born to take it, 
give up the struggle where your strength i s f eebleness 
with no force anywhere to help. Listen to me! 
Your city is gone , your husband. You are in our power. 
How can one woman hope t o s truggle against the arms 
of Greece? Think, then. Give up the passionate contest. 
This 
will bring no shame. No man can l augh at your submission. 
And please--I r equest you--hurl no curse at the Achaeans 
fo r fear the army , savage over s ome r eckless word, 
fo r bid the child his bur ial and the dirge of honor. 
Be brave, be silent ; out of such patience you can hope 
the child you leave behind will not lie unburied here, 
and that to you the Achaeans will be l es s unkind. 
Andromache J_ (l.,T-1ulc:.lt~-L ,J , 'Jki .; c-Ct-,ld 
0 darling child I loved well for happiness , 
your enemies will kill you and l eave your mother forlorn. 
Your own father's nobility, where others found 
protection, means your murder now. The memory 
of his valor comes ill-timed for you. 0 bridal bed, 
0 marriage rites that brought me home to Hector's house 
a bride, you were unhappy in the end. I lived 
never thinking the baby I had was born for butchery 
by Greeks, but for lordship over all As ia's pride of earth. 
Poor child, are you crying too? Do you know what they 
will do to you? Your fingers clutch my dress . What use, 
to nes tle like a young bird under the mother's wing? 
Hector cannot come back, not burst from underground 
to save you, that spear of glory caught in the quick hand, 
nor Hector's kin, nor any strength of Phrygian arms. 
Yours the sick l eap head downward from the height, the f all 
wher e none have pity, and the spirit smashed out in death. 
0 last and loveliest embrace of all, 0 child's 
sweet fragrant body. Vanity in the end. I nursed 
for nothing the swaddl ed baby at this mother's breast; 
in vain the wrack of the labor pains and the long sickness . 
Now once again, and never aft er this, come close 
to your mother, lean against my breast and wind your arms 
around my neck, and put your lips against my lips. 
(She kisses Astyanax and relinquishes 
Greeks! Your Greek cleverness is simple barbarity. 
Why kill this child, who never did you any harm? 
0 flowering of the house of Tyndareus! Not his, 
not God's daughter, never that, but child of many fathers 
I say; the daughter of Vindictiveness, of Hate, 
of Blood, Death; of all wickedness that swarms on earth. 
I cry al0ud: Zeus never was your father, but you 
were born a pestilence to all Greeks and the world beside. 
Accursed; who from those lovely and accursed eyes 
brought down to shame and tuin the bright plains of Troy. 
Oh, seize him, take him, dash him to death if it must be done.; 
feed on his flesh if it is your will. These are the gods 
who damn us to this death, and I have no strength to save 
my boy from execution. Cover this wretched face 
and throw me into the ship and that sweet bridal bed 
I walk to now across the death of my own child. ·/ 
":;}_a_Lr-:cJ1,<-..1f>.uiJ ;t-t
1
~;It't, , c t(.d:./. . 
(Talth~bictEi gent~ts hi-la: -ttt - he-wa..gGR whi--ch 
leaves the stage, carrying Androme1.cbe awa,Y) 
Chorus (., .r I<.. - a.CC 
Unhappy Troy! For the sweetness in one woman's arms' 
embrace, unspeakable, you lost these thousands slain. 
Talthybius 
Come, boy, taken from the embrace beloved 
of your mourning mother. Clumb the high circle 
of the walls your fathers built. There 
end life. This was the order . 
Take him. 7 Jl.,J4tr1 -S/2 
(He hands As tyanax to the guards, who lead him out.) 
/2-<J.. l-l .J..l .J s /2-
I am not the man 
to do this. Some other 
without pity, not as I ashamed, 
should be herald of messages like this . 
a ,Ju,,,,.Wlc l<.. _1,..-o{ { lJ..-<.<-"-,) Tlh-'-'-rt.~,-i 
..:Ctu_, ~' lll (_{ Lj 
Hecuba 
0 child of my own unhappy child, 
shall your life be torn from your mother 
and from me? Wicked. Can I help, 
dear child, not only suf fer? What help? 
Tear face, beat bosom. This is all 
my power now. 0 city, 
0 child, what have we left to suffer? 
Are we not hurled 
(He goes out.) 
l)SR 
down the whole l ength of disaster? 
L kk,J Xo ,µo-<rl, (,.,(.•~ /,,, a ntflt~, ~C.J 
Chorus S v 
Telamon, 0 king in the land where the bees swarm, 
Salamis the surf-pounded isle where you founded your city 
to front that hallowed coast where Athene broke 
forth the primeval pale branch of olive, 
wreath of the bright air and a glory on Athens the shining: 
O Telamon, you came in your pride of arms 
with Alcmena's archer 
o Ilium, our city, to sack and destroy it 
o that age-old venture. 
T ·s was the first flower of Hellenic strength Heracles 
in anger 
the horses promised; and by Simois' calm waters 
che ked the surf-wandering oars and made fast the ships' 
bles. 
From which vessels came out the deadly bow hand, 
death to Laomedon, as the scarlet wind of the 
mason straight-hewn by the hands of Apollo. 
This w s a desolation of Troy 
ken; tw~ce in the welter 
before the red spear. 
In vain, hen, Laomedon's child, 
you walk delicate pride 
by the gal en pitchers 
in lovelie t s ervitude 
to fill Zeu' wine cups; 
while Troy our mother is given 
and the lone y beaches 
mourn, as sa birds sing 
for the young lost, 
for the sword and and the 
bathed, 
Ganymede, go in 
with your young, calm 
as Priam's kingdo 
falls to the Gree 
the thropes of God 
even now 
0 Love, Love, it 
in the high hall 
the sky-daught 
who piled the 
in towers, t e 
concerned. 
against Ze s' name. 
But the 1·ght men lov, who shines 
through e pale wings of morning, 
balesta on this earth 
she b re his children, 
Tit nus, caught away by golden car 
the starry horses, 
made our hopes so h~gh 
the gods loved Troy on 
they have forgotten. 
swept over 
(Menelaus comes on the stage, a ttended by a de+.ail 0f 
armed sc::i.di ers.) 'J:d.U..(t t'.t.-U. 
enelaus , <;' fc. c , C-4-v., ."Ct - 1,.l t.LC ct it/ ~/;.(-(J_,, K 
0 splendor of sunburst ~reaking forth f his day, whereon 
I lay my hands once more on Helen, my wife. And yet 
it is not, so much as men think, for the woman's sake 
I came to Troy, but against that guest proved treacherous, 
who like a robber carried the woman from my house. 
t() tt,1,.1,i Cu L ti. 
-'111. U..t t~ cl filV-
Ci u,r/ (il~T 
(tllo.l ~l' 
a(_ r _!_!_f._, 
:1 LLp,yv.ll ,J_f 
Since th;--~~Rav~ ...... s~~;,~ to it that he pai~ the penalty, 
fallen before the Hellenic spear, his kingdom wrecked, 
I come for her now, the wife once my own, whose name 
I can no l onger speak with any happiness, 
to take her away. In this hous e of captivity 
she is numbered among the other women of Troy, a slave. 
And those men whos e work with the spear has won her back 
gave her to me, to ki~t., .. <¥.' not to kill, but lead 
away to the land of~~f such be my pleasure. 
And such it is; the death of Helen in Troy I will let 
pass, have the oars take her by sea ways back to Greek 
soil, and there give her over to execution; -;t,.,. '-L 
blood penalty f or friends who are dead in ~ here. 
Go to the house, my followers, and t ake her out; 
no, drag her out; lay hands upon tha t hair so stained 
with men's destruction. When the winds blow fair as tern 
we will take ship again and bring her back to Hellas. 
Hecuba! (' -,1, J.--~ D.<; L « .£,(~,., <p~ <9-r~ -P~-i ../.4...~-t--c 
0 power, who mount the worl~, wheel wher e the world rides, 
0 myst ery of man's knowl edge , whosoever you be, 
Zeus named, nature's necessity or morta l mind, 
I call upon you; for you walk the path none hears 
yet bring all human action back to right at l as t. 
Menelaus J?'Vr"f)(! d 
What c.an f his mean? How strange a way to call on gods. 
Hecuba JltLQ<l CJ,~td. ~VJ?µ ::;(j._~tLtl -'741-u1tlttui,.; 
Kill your wife, Menel aus, and I will bless your name. 
But keep your eyes away from her. Desire will win . 
She looks enchantment, and where she looks homes are set fire; 
she captures cities as she captures the eyes of men . 
We have had experience, you and I. We know the truth. 
(Men at arms bring Helen roughly out of the shel~ 
She makes no resistance.) 
Helen ,i,W I Ds '- -..A l L {>...., .h-t,<,1, t.-U-0 <-'ll\ a..-1.. W\,-
Menelaus, your first acts are argument of terror 
to come. Your lackeys put their hands on me. I am dragged 
out of my chambers by brute force. I know you hate 
me; I am almost sure . And still ther e is one question 
I would ask you, if I may . What have the Greeks decided 
to do with me? Or shall I be a llowed to live? 
Menelaus 
You are not strictly condemned , but all the army gave 
you into my hands, to kill you for the wrong you did. 
Helen 
Is it permitted that I argue this, and prove 
that my death, if I am put to death , will be unjust? 
Menelaus 
I did not come t o talk with you . I came to kill. 
Hecuba , 2 JL&-,~ J ,µ. ~'q lCtL'J S" L 
No, Menelaus, listen to her. She should not di e 
unheard. But give me leave to take the opposite case; 
the prosecution. There are things that happened in Troy 
which you know nothing of , and the long-drawn argument 
will mean her death. She never can escape us now. 
Menel aus ·"l ")lt ~1,,.q .d~ d-A~U.~ J) ' r R..., 
This is a gift of l eisure. If she wishes to speak 
she may . But it is for your sake, understand, that I give 
this privilege I never would have given to her. 
Helen DS L-
Perhaps it will make no difference if I speak well 
or badly, and your hate will not l et you . answer me. 
All I can do is to forsee the arguments 
you will use in accusation of me, and set against 
the force of your charges, charges of my own . 
r'YYl bv-t-1 ~ -W·-tl~I ~-c_u,{_,~ , First, then! 
She mothe r ed the beginning of all this wickedness. 
For Paris was her chil d . And next to her the ol d king, 
who would not destroy the infant Alexander, that dream 
of the firebrand's agony, has ruined Troy, and me . 
This is not a.11; listen to the rest I have to say. 
Alexander was the judge of the goddess trinity . 
Pallas Athene would have given him power, to l ead 
the Phrygian arms on Hellas and make it desolate . 
Al l Asia was Her~'s promise, and the uttermost zones 
of Europe for his l ordship , if her way prevailed. 
But Aphrodite , picturing my loveliness , 
promised it to him, if he wonld say her beauty surpassed 
al l others. Think what this means, and all the consequence. 
Cypris prevailed, and I was won in marriage: all 
for Greek advantage . Asia is not your lord; you serve 
no tyrant now, nor take the spear in his defense . 
Yet Hellas' fortune was my own misfortune . I, 
sold once for my body's beauty s t and accused , who should 
for what has been done wear garlands on my head. 
I know. 
You will say all this is nothing to the immediate charge: 
I did run away; I did go secretl y from your house . 
But when he came to me--call him any name you will: 
Paris? or Alexander? or the spirit of blood 
to haunt this woman?- - he dame with a goddess at his side; 
no weak one . And you--it was criminal--took ship for Crete 
and l eft me there .. in Sparta in the house, a lone . 
You see? 1J<; c, 
I wonder--and I ask this of myself, not you--
why did I do it? What made me run away from home 
with the stranger, and betray my country and my hearth? 
Challenge the goddess then , show your grea t er strength than 
Zeus ' 
who has the other gods in his power , and still is s l ave 
to Aphrodite a l one. Shall I not be fo rgiven? 
Still you might have some show of argument against me . 
When Paris was gone to the deep places of death, below 
ground, and the immortal practice on my love was gone , 
I should have come back t o the Argive ships, left Troy. 
I did try to do it, and I have witnesses, 
the towers' gatekeepers and the sentinel s on the wall, 
who caught me again and again as I l et down the rope 
.._.._vm vuv vc.a,vv.LC-IUC-Uvi::> Cl.HU. v.Ll.t:U t,Q S.J..J.P away "(;0 -c;ne grouna.. 
For Deipbo~'l:i,ii, my second husband::-----l:i-e- took rg___i away~ 
by force and kept me his wife against the~&• will. 
lr.t Ce.~H~ 
0 my husband, can you 'kill me vnow and think you kill 
in righteousness? I was the bride of force. Before, 
I brought their houses to the sorrow of slavery 
instead of conquest. Would you be stronger than the gods? 
Try, then. But even such ambition is absurd. 
Chorus a(!__e ,·111 .. c}-t,t,.1,,ig ~/u---,,1 .,.J./ul1i,,..., USJ___-::/i"Sc/ 
0 Queen of Troy, s,and by your children and your country! 
Break down the beguilement of this woman, since she speaks 
well, and has done wickedly. This is dangerous. 
f .,.,f ~--t5 ·-;/__d._l_p., 
Hecuba ·1-nl)---(h,>~ a.-ll.{).u/ ?(c Ct,, ~k tti-iig /1.-(µ.('i ..i."'"~-:J 
First, to "defend the honor of th~ gods , and 'show 
that the woman is a scandalous liar. I will not 
believe it! Hera and the virgin Pallas Athene 
could never be so sil~~~ d empty-headed 
that Hera would sell - t(' M ,. the barbarians, 
of Pallas let Athenians be the slaves of Troy. 
They went to Ida in girlish emulation, vain 
of their own loveliness? Why? Tell me the reason Hera 
should fall so much in love with the idea of beauty. 
To win some other lord more powerful than Zeus? 
Or has Athene marked some god to be her mate, 
she, whose virginity is a privilege won from Zeus, 
who abjures marriage? Do not trick out your own sins 
by calling the gods stupid. No wise man will believe you. 
You claim, and I must smile to hear it, that Aphrodite 
came at my son's s ide to the house of Menelaus; 
who could have caught up you and y1)ur city of Amyclae 
and set you in Ilium, moving not from the quiet of heaven. 
Nonsense. My son was handsome beyond all other men. 
You looked at him, and sense went Cyprian at the sight, 
since Aphrodite is nothing but the human lust, 
named rightly, since the word of lust begins the god's name. 
You saw him in the barbaric spl endor of his robes, 
gorgeous with gold. It made your senses itch. You thought, 
being queen only i n Argos, in little luxu.rJd~--~ 
that once you got rid of Sparta for the ~ city 
where gold streamed everywhere, you could let extravagance 
run wild. No longer were Menelaus and his house 
sufficient to your spoiled luxurious appetites. 
So much for that. You may my son took you away 
by force. What Spartan heard you cry for help? You did 
cry out? Or did you? Castor, your brother, was there, a young 
man, and his twin not yet caught up among the stars . 
Then when you had reached Troy, and the Argives a t your heels 
came, and the agony of the murderous spears began, 
when the reports came in that Menelaus' side 
was winning, you would praise him, simply to make my son 
unhappy at the strength of his love's challenger, 
forgetting your husband when the luck went back to Troy. 
You worked hard: not to make yourself a better woman, 
but to make sure a lways to be on the winning side. 
You claim you tried to slip away with ropes let down 
from the ramparts, and this proves you stayed against your will? 
Perhaps. But when were you ever caught in the strangling noose, 
o-6 <;J .ll J V ,. I 
cauglit ~harpening a dagger? Which any noble wife 
would do, desperate with longing for her lord's return. 
Yet over and over again I gave you good advice: 
"Make your escape, my daughter; the ;-e are other girls 
for my sons to marry. J. A wi_l_l help you ~away 
to the ships of the AG~i~nc~ Let the Greeks, and us, 
stop fi 8hting." So I argued, but you were not pleased. 
Spoiled in the luxury of Alexander's hous e 
you liked foreigners to kiss the ground before your feet. 
Ell that impressed you. 
And now you dare to come outside, 
figure f as tidiously arranged, to look upon 
the same air as your husband, 0 abominable 
heart, who should walk submissibely in rags of robes, 
shivering with anxiety, head Scythian-cropped, 
your old impudence gone and modesty gained a t l as t 
by reason of your sinful life . 
'l1/L~., Q';L O Menel aus , 
mark this, the end of my argument . Be true to your 
high reputation and to Hellas . Grace both, and kill 
Helen. Thus make it the custom toward all womankind 
hereaft er, tha t the price of adultery is death. 
Chorus aJ..Q ·-1~ /JSR .::ti ?'MtJ41-e_la_A..{_~ 
Menelaus, keep th~ anc ~str a l honor of your house . 
Punish your wife, and purge away from Greece the stigma 
on women. You shall seem great even to your enemi es . 
Menel aus 
All you have said falls into line with my own thought . 
This woman l eft my househoid for a stran,1er ' s bed 
of her own f r ee will, and all this t a lk of Aphrodite 
is for pur e show . Away , and f ace the s t ones of the mob. 
Atone for the long l abors of the Achaeans in 
the bri ef act of dying, and know your penance for my shame . 
(Hel en drops before him and embraces his knees.) 
Helen 
No, by your knees! I am not guilty of the mind's 
infection, which the Gods sent . Do not kill! Have pity! 
Hecuba 
Be true to the memory of all your fr i ends she murdered . 
It is for them and for their children that I pl ead. 
(Menelaus pushes Hel en away.) 
Menelaus ._A_ ~ t,~~ 
Enough, Hec~ba. I am not listening to her now. 
I speak to my servants: see that she i s t aken away 
to where th e ships are beached . She will make the voyage home . 
Hecuba 
But l e t her not be put in the same shi p with you. 
Menel aus _,.IL ~ cu~O c,-,.w J,,(_--,,'1,f.,) 
What can you mean? ..JI'hat she is fl:€0,Vier than sho was.? 
Menelaus 
Sometimes; when the beloved's heart turns false to him. 
Yet it shall be as you wish. She shall not be allowed 
in the same ship I sail in. This was well advised. 
And once in Argos she must die the vile death earned 
by her vile life, and be an example to all women 
to live temperately. This is not the easier way; 
and yet her execution will tincture with fear 
the lust of women even more depraved than she. 
(Helen is led out, Menelaus following . ) 
D~ ,z 
Chorus ct CC D, <;' C- Cl L nt.J LA.u.ul 
Thus, 0 ~~~l llou betrayed all 
to the i\eFlee~ -ym,n· t empl.a_ 
±a_Jlium, your misted alt , 
:C ig-c~(; 
the fl:: e of the clott sacraments, 
the smoke o the sk · g incense, 
Pergamum the ha ed, .M.c, 
the ivied rav · es o 
by the ru ng snow.. ter 
peaks at surprise the sun bo 
s · ing and primeval place of divin -,,-ie v-e lJS e_, 
Gone are your sacrifices, the choirs' 
glad voices singing to the gods 
night long, deep into darkness; 
gone the images, gold on wood 
laid, the twelves ef thc- sae-Ped- mo.ons, 
~a.lf,i.a Ph%)giau ntmtieN 
Can it be., can it be, my lord, you have 
from your throne high in heaven's 
bright air, my city which is ruined 
and the flame storm that broke it? 
0 my dear, my husband, r· ( ---i-J-/ 
• '7µ_4~~ l ~ 
forgotten 
0 wandering ghost ~J t /.L>L<'Cv 
unwashed, unburied; the sea hull must carry me 
in the flash of its wings' speed 
to Argos, city of horses, where 
the stone walls built by giants invade the sky. 
The multitudes of our children stand 
clinging to the gates and cry through their tears. 
And one girl weeps: 
"0 Mother, the Achaeans take me away 
lonely from ypur eyes 
to the black ship 
where the oars di J surf v LL.,__ et n i_ 
toward Salamis th~ blessed, ·a:i.JJ -l>-t:t c /e_, 
or the peak between two seas ;tc, ';f'l.6-tL/ 
where Pelops' hold 
keeps the (J8.tes at the Isthmus." 
of thunder might smash it 
(;/; 
he, God's daughte • 
Le him never c e home again, to a room in Laconia 
and he heart of his f athers; 
ore o Pitana's streets 
onze gates of the Maiden ; 
e rgave his shame 
and e vile marriage, the sorrows 
o great Hella and the land 
atered by Simoi • 
(Talthybius returns. His men carry, laid on the shield of 
U ,f C Hee tor, the body of As tyanax.) 
But see ! Jl.JQ, cff 2-
Now evils multiply in our land. 
Behold, 0 pitiful wives 
of the Trojans. This is Astyanax, , / 
:A./ a-1,10 dead, dashed without ::_)i ty f rom the walls, and borne 
by the Danaans, who murdered him, r'-lt.b7M..'1 -Cea. Lt( /'ht-cu~ J 
l 1C::J- \..,.-
1 
Tal thybius ,of.."-C-t. ' -fr~'.1 c.h,1,1-1LLC[j_J_ • [tlL( lll;'--tly 
Hecuba, one last vessel of Achilles' son 
remains, manned at .the oar sweeps now, to carry back 
to the shores of Phthiotis his last spoils of war. 
himself has put te sea e- heard 
e u y and the land C£1..t"-
invaded astus, son of Pe in~-,,_-
news ~ut speed above all pleasure o 
So he is gone, and took with him Andramaehe, 
whose lamentations for her country and farewells 
to Hect~r-'s tomb as she departed brought these tears 
crowding into my eyes. And she implored that you 
bury this dead child, your own Hector's son, who died 
flung from the battlements of Troy. She asked as well 
that the bronze-baeked shield, terror of the Ac€#cM~ nee, 
when the boy's f a ther slung its defense across his side, 
be not t aken to the hearth of Peleus, nor the rosm cl l'- t1...1 '>I..~ 
where the slain child's Andr~lclllche must be a bride ~r 
anee more , to waken memories by its sight, but used 
in place of the cedar coffin and stone-chambered tomb 
fer the boy's burial, He shall be l a id in your arms 
to wrap the body about with winding sheets, and flewers, 
as well as you can, out of that which is left to you. 
Since she is gone . Her master's speed prevented her 
from giving the rites of burial to her little child. 
'7/)Z -5:' /~ 
The rest of us, once the corpse is laid out, and earth 
is piled above it; must raise the mast tree, and ge, 
Do therefore q_uickly everything that you must do. 
There is one labor I myself have spared you. As 
we forded on our way here Scamander's running water, - -
I washed the body and made clean the wounds. I go 
now, to break ground and dig the grave for him, that my 
work be made brief, as yours must be, and our tasks end 
together, and the ships be put to sea, for home. -r21t~ 1;j u :._ i"t-ft 
-¼Cd-<(~ l 
Hecuba '7 )Lt'--tAl() ~c:., .• h.t lu,ul Xlw _,,~LMv-, 
Lay down the circled shield of Heetor on the ground: 
a hateful thing to look at; it means no love to me. 
(Talthybius and leave. Two soldiers wait.) 
-~u~!,"r-' I 
-:Aehagani All your strength is in your spears, not in 
the mind. What were you afraid of, that it made you kill 
this child so savagely? That Troy, which fell, might be 
raised from the ground once more? Your strength meant 
nothing, then, 
When Hector's spear was f ortunate, and numberless 
strong hands were there to help him, we wer e still destroyed. 
Now when the city is fallen and the Phrygians slain, 
this baby terrified you? I despise the fear 
which is pure terror in a mind unreasoning • 
. k , tt rJJ M ,{,~;. ct, '4/ !-<. rt, X1r...v CLP-
0 darling child, how wrE!tched was ~his death. You might 
have f a llen fighting for your city, grown to man's 
age, and married, and with the king 's power like a god's, 
and di ed happy, if there is any happiness here. 
But no. You grew to where you could see and learn, my child, 
yet your mind was not old enough to win advantage 
of fortune: 'How wickedly, poor boy, your f ~thers' walls, 
Apollo's handiwork, have crushed your pitiful head 
tended and trimmed to ringlets by your mother's hand, 
and the face she kissed once, where the brightness now is blood 
shining through the torn bones--too horrible to say more. 
0 little hands, sweet likenesses of Hector's once, '-1t.t~fl~-;f::t 
now you lie broken at the wris ts before my f eet; Cl,;,~ ' 
UL.;.,:. and mouth beloved whose words were once so confident, 
you are dead ; and all was false, when you would lean across 
my bed, and say: "Mother, when you die I will cut 
my long hair in your memory, and at y ·ur grave 
bring companies of boys my age , to sing f arewell." 
It did not happen; now I, a homeless, childless, old 
woonn must bury your poor corpse, which is so young. 
Alas for all the tenderness es , my nursing care, 
and all your slumbers gone . What shall the peet say, 
what words will he inscribe upon your monument? 
Here lies a little child the Ar gives kill ed , because 
they wer e afraid of him. That? The epitaph of Greek shame. 
You will not win your f a ther 's heritage, except 
for this, which is ~our coffin now: the brazen shield. 
Li n .. 4 ,,-i-1..e-e. • ,.j,,J a..,,-i. tJ-U. J -<L J1,1..'d,dJ c~<:-· 
0 shield, who guarded the strong shape of Hector's arm: 
the bravest man of all , who wore you once, is dead. 
How sweet the i : 1pression of his body on your sling, 
and at the true circle of your rim the stain of sweat 
where in the grind of his mar1y combats Hector leaned 
his chin against you, and the drops fell from his browt 
Take µp your work now; bring from w1,a t is l eft some robes 
to wrap the tragic dead. The gods will not a llow us 
to do ri ght. But let him have what we can give. 
That morta l is a fool who, prospering , thinks his life 
has any strong foundation; since our fortune's course 
action is the reeling way a tl£l.drnan takes, 
and no one person is ever hap, ,y all the time. 
<:::_lu-1.,u,1 t. H,ltLJ Jrltnn US: L (Hecuba's handmaidens bring out from the shelter a 
Cl 1,14L fL lL.,....,J~ "- i '-t. r\. CZ}- basket of robes and ornaments. During the scene 
,,..,, j di 1.. t4..,Li which follows, the body of Astyanax is being made 
(, i,/J...<,lJl CL!.I.N\_, d f . . 1 ) r ea y or buria. 
--6--t-.Ar D 
Here are yoJ'r women, who bring you from the Trojan spoils 
such as is left, to deck the corpse for burial. 
Hecuba 
0 child, it is not for victory in riding, won 
from boys your age, not archery--in which acts our people 
t r ke pride, without driving competition to excess--
that your sire's mother lays upon you now these treasures 
from what was yours before; though now the accursed of God, 
Helen, has robbed you, she who has destroyed as well 
the life in you, and brought to ruin all our house. 
Chorus ..-h • 1t.d a, t "it ,it! .[,..."'.ti7/- - cd l 
My heart, 
you touched my heart, you sho were once 
a great lord in ny city. 
Hecuba ...A...L~(.J t:Lsttl rAJ~-4 -A.MLC'd --,t: .. t.6---,-n cJ.1-r>-tA-t.,;.:> 
These Pffi-~~ robes' magnificence you should have worn 
at your marriage to some princess uttermost in pride 
in all the Eas t, I lay upon your body no w. 
And you, once so victorious and mother of 
a thousand conquests, Hector's huge beloved shield: 
here is a wrea th for you , who die no t, yet are dead 
with this body; since it is better f ar to honor you 
than the armor of Odysseus the wicked and wise. 
Chorus c..e- --lNu;{ 
Ah me. 
Earth takes you, child ; 
our tears of sorrow . 
Cry aloud, our mother . 
Hecuba 
Yes. 
11 A j ,. , i,J_~ Chorus a..x .. ll, - ..,..... 
The dirge of the dead. 
Hecuba 
Ah me . 
Chorus O..Lf - j}_-<>--u .. J.t if 
Evils never to be forgotten. 
Hecuba 
I will b\ ind up your wounds with bandages, and be 
your healer: a wretched one, in name alone, no use, 
Among the dead your f ather will take care of you. 
Chorus 
Rip, tear your faces with hands 
that beat like oars. 
Alas. 
Hecuba 
Dear women •.••• 
Chorus 
Hecuba, speak to us. are yours . What did you cry aloud? 
Hecuba ~v::tG-1.l~ 
The gods mean~ nothing except to make life ha rd for me, 
anQ of a ll cities they chose Troy to hate . In vain 
we sacrificed, And ye t had not the very hand 
of God gripped and crushed this city deep in the ground, 
we s hould have disap peared in darkness, and not given 
a theme for music, and t he songs of men to come. 
You may go now, and hide the dead in hi s poor tomb; 
he has those flowers that a r e the right of the underworld. 
I think it makes small difference to the dead , if they 
are buried in the tokens of luxury . All this 
is an empty glorification l eft for those who live. 
•J.&-CJ h,--t H,t;1, (The so l di ers take up and carry away the body 
)'R of J\.styanax.) 
Chorus 'ic <,ti<?.. L 1/ 2-
S:::.d rr:otc.cr, ,rhose hopes were so huge 
i'o.: J·ou r l ife . They are broken now . 
Eo.:n tc, h1 gh blessedness 
2nd. lordly line 
your death was horror. 
t. · -v a•'-J l-t,-rl(, ~it ke.. t 
1'..lt see 1 s ee 116 Ctud._t,,u_f, 
0:1 the }1igh pl aces of Ilium 
~>e tor::::hflar 2s whirling in the hands 
cf n_n. For Troy 
D<;;ic_, 
SOlil8 ultimate agony. e..Cuu ... .J -~Vim -u1., 1,v::. -J;.J i/ O.,uHc,..j 
i:l· (.ll {Ht. L ,5; 
(Talthybius comes back, with numerous men.) 
ro s·1c... 
a 7 ·"' -Y ·_ -:.;_ s 
I call to t~e captains who have orders to set fire 
J:he city of Priam: shiel d no long.c:r in the hand 
t s~i~j~g flame. Let l oose the fire upon it. So 
, ·.-~:n the citadel of Ilium broken to the ground 
Uc"' ce « •;ake leave of Troy, in gladness , and go home. 
:;: a . e~ '.c to you, too, f or my orders include th,is. 
C'.1-2.drEn of Tro.1, when the lords of the a rmament sound 
-L> '.) h:.g:1 echoing crash of the trumpet call, then go 
L the ships of the Achaeans, to be taken away 
:::_~~--:. thj_s l and . And you, unhappiest and aged woman, 
g.) wi t h them . For Odys seus' men are here, to whom 
~:1Jlaved the l ot exil es you from your na tive land. 
1' Vi. et-c;1ed me , So thi s is the unhappy end 
E -" i b~2.::.. c:.· all the sorrows I have lived. I go 
:,orvh :.:;-J:n my co :1.try and a city lit with fl ames . 
Come, aged feeJci :,1ake one last weary struggl e , that I 
L1-J.)- hail my city in its afflicti on. 0 Troy, once _,{ 
s o Duge over all Asia in the drawn wind of pride , L~&[( 
your very name of glory shal l be s tripped away. 
They 2re burning you, and us they drag forth from our land 
ens laved . 0 gods ! Do I call upon those go ds for help? 
I cr:'..ed to them before now , and they would not hear . 
Come the~ , hurl ours elves into the pyre . Best now 
to die i~ the fl aming ruins of our fathers ' house! 
cll~1'v cte f 
ULft{;t;_~ 
L ( u~"t. 
7JlcCLt.c, 
'l'a l thyoi us 
Unhappy creature, ecstatic in your sorrows! Men, 
take her, s pare not. She is Odysseus' property . 
You have orders to deliver her into his hands . 
Hecuba 
0 sorrow. 
Cronion, Zeus , lord of Phrygia, 
prince of our house, have you seen 
the dishonor done to the seed of Dardanus? 
Chorus t , - CL (( 
He has seen, but the great city 
is a city no ·,or e , it is gone . There is no Troy . 
Hecuba !) , L 
0 sorrow. 
Ilium flares . 
The chambers of Pergamum t ake fire , 
the citadel and the wall's high pl aces . 
Chorus a·[, 
Our city fal l en to the spear 
fades as smoke winged in the sky . 
halls hot in the swept fire 
and the fierc e lanc es . 
Hecuba - l . H,fr...J ;t"o / ( 1. D C · 




0 children , hear me; it is your mother ho calls . 
Chorus alC 
They are dead you cry to . This is a dirge . 
Hecuba 
I l ean my old body agajnst the earth 
and both hands beat the ground. 
Chorus (__(, ,C'< nc ( W{t .. :..J U c-v..k 
I kneel to the earth , t ake up 
the cry to my own dead , 
poor buried husband . 
Q. ( ( a_,t. (.{ ~'-l ,~</.'/ Hecuba (J 'I 
We are taken, dragged away 
Chorus l( 
a cry of pain , pain 
Hecuba 
under the sluve 's roof 
Chorus C ( C 
away from my country . 
Hecuba -L<!.t!'lcl"l...c -:J ()-<_tT rf- /?1-a~'l-· 
Priam, my Priam . Dead 
graveless, forlorn, 
you know not what they have done to me . 
Chorus 
Now dark, holy death 
in the brutal butchery closed his eyes. 
Hecuba 




you are given the r ed flame and the spear's iron . 
Chorus 
You will colla:pse to the clea r ground and be namel ess . 
Hecuba 
Ash as the skyward s moke wing 
pil ed will blot from my sight t he hous e wh ere I lived onc e . 
Chorus 1...1..,<.i~,w ~w--ed - a ()__f 
Lost shall be the name on the l and , 
all gone , perished . Troy 1 city of sorrow, 
is ther e no l onger . 
Hecuba 
Did you see , did you hear? 
Chorus 
The crash of the citadel . 
Hecuba 
The earth shook, riven 
Chorus 
to engulf the city. 
Hecuba ./LL L >~ 111.-D--V- <J DS 
0 
shaking , tremulous limbs, 
this i s the way . Forward ; 
into the slave's life. 'XA.t 
]horus "'7 Jltn,._(_J D<::; /2._, 
Mourn for t he ruined city, then go.J..away 
to the ships of ·the Acbaeans. ~~w 
(Hecuba is l ed away, and al l go out, leaving 
the stage empt y .) ("' r . 
tt l C-at ;,i ( 
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Students To Present 
'The Trojan Women' 
"The Trojan Women," a Greek 
tragedy, will be presented by a 
group of FHS students at 8 p.m. 
July 16 in the Hays High School 
Auditorium. 
The play is being directed by 
Robert Phillips, Overland Park, to 
meet the requirements for his mas-
ter's degree. 
Students At Fort Hays 
To Present Greek Play 
A group of Fort Hays State ! 
. College students ~ill present ' 'The , 
Trojan Women," a Greek Tragedyl 
by Euripides, at 8 p .m Friday, 
July 15, in the Hay s High School ! 
Auditorium . 
The play is directed by Rober t 1 
Phillips of Overland P ark in fuJ- ,1 
fillment of th requirements for 
his master' s degree in speech and ' 
drama. 
The action takes place shortly 
after the capture of Troy. All Tro-
jan men have been killed or have 
fled, and all women and children 
are captives . The scene is an open 
space . before the city, which is 
partly demolished and smouldering. 
I Members of the cast are Posei-
1don, Phillips; Athene, Mrs. R ex 1j 
,PearlK!n . Ellis . Hecuba, Be th Fel-
lers. Hays : Talth y bius. Garnisl 
Hagen , Ellis; Cassandra . Jud~· , 
Grimm, Jewell : Andromache , Judy l 
Braswell, Otis ; Astyanax. Bobbie ! 
Gurtler. Ellis : Menalaus, R ex Ma-
han, Belleville ; Helen, Carole , 
Brown, Hoisington, and the -chorus : 
1
, 
Nancy Bray, Ellis: P atricia Young. 
Alexander, Billie I,,ee Allen and/ 
Susan Scott of Ellis . 
'!I 
Greek Tragedy Is Friday Night 
The combined talents of actors ranging in a~ 
from grade school through college level will be pre-
sented in "The Trojan Women" at 8 Friday evening 
in the Hays High School Auditorium. A Greek 
tragedy written by Euripides, " The Trojan Women" 
ia a r arity in stage productions today. 
The play is directed by Robert Phillipa in 
fulfillment of the requirements for hia master'• 
decree in apeech and drama. 
" 'The Trojan Women' tells the story of what 
happens to the women and children of Troy after the 
Ten Years' War," said Phillips, "and shows the prac-
tice common at that time of making most of them 
slaves." 
The play, which was written while Greece was 
declining, is a presentation of Euripides ' pessimism, 
Phillips said. 
"Euripides wrote it because Greece attacked 
a small neighboring count r y t hat refused to join 
the Greeks in war," he said. '·Euripides objected 
to this and wrote the play to show the horrors and 
struggles of war." 
The act ion takes place shortly after the capt ure 
of Troy. All t he Trojan men have been killed or 
have fled, a nd a ll women and children a re captives. 
The scene is an open space before the city, which is 
partly demolished a nd smouldering. 
The first act begins wit h a prologue telling of 
the events that led up to the war and the war itself. 
The Trojan women and children learn they have all 
been aasigned to masters and will be sent back to 
Gre- . 
In the second act the Greek soldiers throw 
Astya aa11. a son of Hector, a great Trojan hero, 
off the wall of the city and leave the body un-
buried a• a sirn of contempt. This comes as a 
bitter blow to the Trojans for Astyanax was re-
gatded u the symbol of hope that Troy would 
rise a&"ain. 
The third act la the famed trial scene in which 
Helen of Troy ia brought before her husband Mena-
laus, leader of the Greeks, and made to answer for 
her crimes. The Greeks finally consent to give the 
body of Asyantax a proper burial and play ends 
with t he Trojan women being led to the waiting ships 
t hat will take them to Greece. 
"We have had aome difficulty in preparing 
for the play because of the extremely long lines 
for t he acton,' P hillips said, "and also it was 
difficul t to assemble a cast because of summer 
schedules.'" 
Members of the cast are Poseidon, Phillips, 
Athene, Mrs. Rex Pearson, Ellis; Hecuba, Beth Fel-
ler s, Hays; Talt hybiua, Garnis Hagen, Ellis; Cas-
sandra, Judy Grimm, Jewell; Andromache, Judy 
IJraswell, Otis; Astyanax, Bobbie Gurtler, Ellis; 
Mena laus, Rex Mahan , Belleville; Helen, Carol Brown, 
Hoisington, and the chorus : Patricia Young, Alex-
ander, and Nancy Bray . Billie Lee Allen and Susan 
Scott, a ll of E llis . 
FORSYTH LI BRARY 
lRT HA~S KANSAS STATE COLLffit Beth Fellers, as Hecuba, in "The Trojan Women." 
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Hays High School Auditorium 
8 p.m., July 15, 1960 
/Ot) 
SCENE 
The action takes place shortly after the capture of Troy. All 
Trojan men have been killed, or have fled ; all women and children 
are captives. The scene is an open space before the city, which 
is partly demolished and smoldering. Against the walls are crude 
huts which temporarily house the captive women . 
This selection of "The Trojan Women" by Euripides is adapted 
from the translation by Richard l ,attimore of Bryn Mawr College 
and the University of Chicago. 
JD/ 
CHARACTERS 
Poseidon, God of the Sea .. . .. 
Athene, Goddess of Wisdom ... 
Hecuba, Queen of Troy .. ... . 
Talthaybius, a Greek officer . .. 
Cassandra , daughter of Hecuba .. .. . . . 
Andromache, wife of Hector .. .. 
Astyanax, son of Andromache . 
. . . . Robert Phillips 
.Mrs. Rex Pearson 
. . Beth Fellers 
. Garnis Hagen 
. . . Judy Grimm 
. . .. Judy Braswell 
Bobbie Gurtler 
Menelaus, King of Sparta .... ............... . Rex Mahan 
Helen, wife of Menelaus . . . . . Carole Brown 
Chorus ..... . ..... . .............. . .... Nancy Bray 
DIRECTOR -- Robert Phillips 
Setting - Rex Mahan and Lynn Wickizer 
Patricia Young 




The director wishes to acknowledge all the outside help received 
by him during the preparation of this production . The spirit of co-
operation was an inspiration found only in an area where a sincere 
desire to study the classic theater is found. 
Special thanks are given to Miss Harriet Ketchum , assi s tant pro-
fessor of speech and drama at Fort Hays State Colle ge , for her 
kind assistance and understanding during this production. 
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